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The Spirit of Freeform Radio

Keeping Print Media Alive

W

elcome to the special winter issue of the KDVS program
guide, our first “how-to” issue. A pack of freeform radio
volunteers and staff have written you a collection of guides
on various topics, ranging from how to start a non-profit organization
(page 30) to how to build a bike stereo (page 14). The multitude of
articles contained within these pages, though not directly radio-related
in many cases, embody the spirit of freeform radio, in my opinion.
There is a unique satisfaction in doing something yourself, whether
it is cooking a good meal or fixing your bike, it is empowering to be
independent. Just as fixing your bike gives you a more meaningful
understanding of your transportation, participation in local media encourages a healthy flow of ideas crucial to a functional democracy. One
of my favorite Davis organizations in this spirit is the Bike Church, located near the Domes on campus (daviswiki.org/Bike_Church). The
volunteer-run Bike Church is a community bike shop where anyone is
welcome to drop by and make use of tools and scrap bike parts, and
if you don’t know how to fix your bike volunteers are there to teach
you. For me, nothing is more satisfying than fixing something on my
own, especially if it is my primary mode of transportation.
Freeform radio advocates at KDVS have a similar feeling about
contributing to independent media, as contributing to media is a rare
opportunity. At KDVS we pride ourselves in making full use of the
freeform airwaves by bringing you 24-hour live DJs and hosts with
hand-picked playlists. KDVS DJs and listeners alike tend to be especially passionate about their music, news, public affairs, and any other
hobbies or interests they may have. I hope that you will find that you
enjoy cooking a tasty meal more than picking up a pizza, just as you
might enjoy a spastic and spicy 2 a.m. radio show on KDVS more than
an automated playlist and commercial sandwich you might find on another frequency.
Check out the rest of this magazine for more information on KDVS
programs and a batch of instructional guides where you can hopefully
find something that
catches your eye. Best wishes for
a prosperous 2008
from your freeform friends
at KDVS!
-Ben
Johnson

U

nder the threatening omnipotence of the internet, print media is taking a hit. Magazines and
their little sisters the zines are making way for
more website and blogs. We at KDVS want to help preserve the printed page, and you can help! Here are a few
basic steps to starting your own zine:
Choose on a topic that you can add insight to. On
the internet you can read anything about anything, so you
must develop a unique voice, with unique viewpoints, that
has so far gone unheard. Zines are by definition smallscale, which allows you to focus on community issues,
what will hit closest to home with your readers.
Find motivated friends to help and challenge you
through the process. It’s hard to take on this kind of
project alone. Your partners should be just as passionate about the issues and as driven as you. Brainstorm and
criticize and praise together. Different voices and views
will keep your zine from stagnating.
Don’t rush the layout. Even with groundbreaking
writing, maintaining a steady readership is difficult if it
doesn’t look nice. You can go the old-school route of
cut-and-paste or, for a more professional look, you can
try fancy publishing programs. Adobe.com offers a free
30-day trial of InDesign (that’s what we use); you can also
use a combination of Open Source programs by following the instructions here: ehow.com/how_2163228_document-scribus-page-makeup-software.html.
Make some buddies at Kinko’s. If you’re a university student, take advantage of your quarterly allotment
of free printed pages on campus. Whatever way you do
it, make sure you follow through and get it out there in
someone else’s hands!
Alternatively, if you don’t want to go through all the
trouble, you can start
volunteering
at
KDVS and work
with me!
			
			
Happy
reading,
Elisa
Hough
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All Noisy on the Western Front
What’s New from KDVS Recordings

by Andy Pastalaniec

ing more shows than there are days in
the month of February, so you’re bound
to run into him somewhere. Follow the
trails of exhaust billowing out from a
blue and white pick-up.
We were also happy to hear that Sacramento’s own Who’s Your Favorite
Son, God? have had some recent success. The Holy Mountain record label
out of Portland, Ore. will be releasing
WYFSG?’s second record and (something we’re especially excited about) reissuing their debut album, KDVS 001
Out of Body Diva on CD only. For you
vinyl geeks out there, KDVS Recordings provides the only vinyl issue of
this record, and it won’t be available
much longer.
We’re excited for their next record on
this great label, who have blown our ears
in the past with Siushou No Fune, Six
Organs of Admittance, Om, Mammatus, and Residual Echoes, which
brings me to the last thing on the list:
“Good stuff.” –Z Gun

W

e’ve just released our sixth
record, the first full-length
LP from Sacramento, uh…
“folk” artist Dead Western. It’s a 500run 180-gram LP with artwork handmade by the artist. The record is difficult to describe, but here’s what The
Wire said about one of his recent 7”s,
which, more than anything, made us
wonder about the lesser-known gems
of Tiny Tim’s catalog.
“Whoah. I guess this is the old sax guy from
Antennas Erupt! but it’s the closest thing I’ve
heard in a good long while to the creepier recordings of Tiny Tim. Mandolin, violin and
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a voice that alternately
quivers and bar rumbles,
give this a passing veneer
of Current 93 sport-oddity, but Dead Western
are honestly beyond
categoric comprehension
and interesting as hell.”
– The Wire (UK)
Amen,
brother.
Check out Dead Western on tour in early
2008. I’m naming no
specific region because I think he’s play-

www.kdvsrecordings.org
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Winter of Awesome Content
by Marvin Dinozo

W

Travels with the KDVS Sports Crew

arm winreferees who need
ter greetthose games to sharpi n g s
en their basketball
everybody! While
skills and mechanics,
the Writers Guild
but for the broadcastof America is on
ers and studio crew to
strike, those of us
develop a rhythm and
in the radio comroutine for the long
munity, especially
season ahead. For me
sports, have to still
personally, the test
produce
superb
will be to amp up my
sports broadcasts
volume and exciteto keep the masses
ment for the listeners
informed and inon the air. I know that
volved.
I am mentally in every
The UC Davis
game, but conveying
football season has
that level of warmth
come and gone with
for each game has
its “new era,” leavbeen quite challenging behind an aftering.
taste to be resolved
A very exciting
next year, UC Davis
stretch of games and
women’s basketball
a first for me ocSportscasters Marvin and Andrew enjoying November weather on Waikiki Beach
so far has a hot start
curred in November
to their season, and “Aggie Talk” set up game.Expect the football team to return when the women’s basketball team played
shop this fall covering a wide range of next year with a new fire and a start to in the Waikiki Beach Marriott Classic, a
another streak of winning seasons.
sports, Aggies and pros alike.
span of three games in three nights from
UCD football opened their new Aggie
the Manoa campus of the University of
C Davis women’s basketball came Hawaii in Honolulu. UC Davis, just after
Stadium amidst a blitz of hype created by
out of the gate running and did not dismantling Causeway Classic rival Sacthe local media and the university, successfully drawing fans new and old. At look back for the first five games. Behind ramento State in the first game of the
season’s end, the young UCD squad had a players with strong veteran presence in season, continued to put the pedal to the
win-loss record of 5-6, becoming the first super seniors Heather Bates, who was metal and swept the tournament against
team to have a losing season in 37 years. granted an extra year of eligibility, and the likes of Northern Arizona, host HaWhile many would look at this season as Jessica Campbell, who redshirted last waii, and Pac-10’s Washington. Anna Harp
missed opportunities, I thought of it as year just waiting for the opportunity to was named the tournament’s most valudefining a “new era” for UC Davis Ath- get back in the game. With a strong sup- able player, with Heather Bates and Jesletics. This year marks the first year of full porting cast in Haylee Donaghe, Kirsten sica Campbell making the all-tournament
participation in Division I in the National Commins, Ellen Porshneva, and Anna team. After Sunday, the team thought of
Collegiate Athletic Association, a move Harp, the Aggies are primed to go deeper it being an extremely successful road trip
that had a four-year transitional period than the Big West Tournament, where that made believers in not just themselves
they will play for the first time and pos- but their opponents as well.
from Division II.
UC Davis had a couple of moments in sibly go dancing in March.
Even for the middle of November, it
The two exhibition games against Hum- was a beautiful weekend in Hawaii. The
the season to officially “open” the new
stadium, the first football game played boldt State and Concordia of Oregon at blue shores of Waikiki Beach and the Pathere, another game that had a “stadium the start of the season really showed me cific Ocean were sparkling from the
Continued on next page
declaration ceremony,” and homecoming that it is not only the coaches, players, and

U
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sun, the water crystal clear as large schools of tropical fish were
visible from the shore, the scattered clouds bringing warm rain
that flirted with the ground only to disappear after drying up in
a matter of minutes. Pearl Harbor was a somber and heartwarming place. They have a free boat ride to the Arizona Monument,
erected on top of the submerged USS Arizona battleship where
she still lays after the Japanese bombed it on that infamous day
in December 65 years ago. Pearl Harbor is nestled between the
Honolulu International Airport and Aloha Stadium, the home
of University of Hawaii Rainbow Warriors Football.
While I was over there, I noticed the strong appreciation of
University of Hawaii Athletics all around Honolulu, having local TV cover every event from basketball to volleyball. Granted,
their lack of professional sports and other major colleges in the
area helps them support U of Hawaii, but the idea of a community embracing a college team is a model that Davis should
try to emulate with their new status in Division I.

I

have all sorts of high expectations for UC Davis sports on
KDVS and much more. If you have any questions that I
can address on the air during broadcasts and “Aggie Talk” or
suggestions to make the sports experience on KDVS more enjoyable, feel free to contact me at sports@kdvs.org. Have a great
winter quarter ahead and I will talk to you again courtside or on
Tuesday nights.
“Aggie Talk” airs every Tuesday evening from 7 to 8 p.m.

Reasons to Join the
Sports Department
at KDVS
By Matias Godinez

7. You get to watch many UC Davis athletic contests and travel
around the country to call games.
6. Have your voice heard in the greater Sacramento area and
anywhere on the internet at kdvs.org.
5. It’s a place where sports broadcasters get their start:
Scott Marsh – current UC Davis football and men’s basketball
broadcaster
Eric Haseltine – current Memphis Grizzlies basketball
broadcaster
4. You get to work with a great staff of passionate music
aficionados at KDVS.
3. You can actually become a better communicator over time
by talking on the air.
2. You get to talk about sports and have a listening audience.
1. How many other radio stations in Northern California
allow college students to go on the air without any previous
experience? Not many.
E-mail sports@kdvs.org if you’re interested.
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Written by Angel Child
Photos by J.D. Esquire
(c) 2007

A Look at the 2007

Windy City Blues Festival

I

t’s not too early to start thinking about planning your vacation for next summer. We
have a suggestion: Chicago in early
June is the place to be. Grant Park,
the blues festival. In this travelog,
we’re gonna let the photos do most
of the talkin’. This will give you a
good idea of what to look forward
to in June (the 25th anniversary of
the Chicago Blues Festival).
There are four main stages during the day, and one at night. Let’s
take them one by one.
At the FRONT PORCH
STAGE, the music tends to be
acoustic as well as post-war Chicago blues style (you might say classic Chicago blues, from the 1950s
through the early 1970s). It has an
informal feel, sitting on a slightly
elevated part of Grant Park, with lots of trees spreading shade
over the grass. Good views, good sound. It’s like being at a big
picnic, with people camping out all day.
This year our favorites at the Front Porch Stage included Aaron Moore, Bobby Too Slim James, Phil Guy joined by our Italian buddy Dario Lombardo from Torino, and Inna Melmikov
on violin. Very cool band. Kick ass, down home blues. Add
some funk (remember On Tap? Junior Wells’ Delmark album?
That’s Phil’s funky guitar on that vinyl). Lots of funk. Call it
his signature. This is music you have to dance to. Now Phil can
play any kind of blues; it’s often a melding of the sounds of the
south side clubs with his southern Louisiana roots. He’s been
around so long and backed so many other great names that
you’d think he’d be a household name. See if you can feel the
vibe...
The MISSISSIPPI JUKE JOINT is a small and intimate
stage. It’s low to the ground, so you get the feeling of being in
a small juke joint, minus the cigarette smoke and knife fights.
Alas, you can’t have everything.
Let’s see who moved us: John Primer (guitarist extraordinaire,
John, from Camden, Miss., cut his teeth playing in the bands of
Willie Dixon, Muddy Waters and Magic Slim, to name a few),
Jimmy “Duck” Holmes (this guy has history and connections
in Bentonia, Miss., like Skip James and Jack Owens), Terry T.

FRONT PORCH STAGE
Williams and Wesley Jefferson from Clarksdale, and Bobby Rush
(solo). Lastly, there was the Chicago Jam Station, headed by our
friends Dave Specter, Aron Burton and Kenny Smith. They were
joined by Nina Davis on piano and the legendary EB Davis on
vocals. Check it out:

JUKE JOINT STAGE
Continued on next page
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THE LOUISIANA STAGE
Another small stage is the LOUISIANA BAYOU STATION AND SOCIAL CLUB. We didn’t see anyone standing around in linen suits and smoking Havanas, but the music was as hot as crawfish in the French Quarter.
The best of the best follows: Willis Prudhomme
(zydeco), Bob Hall, Renauld Patigny (from Belgium, virtuoso Renaud gives new life to the old
songs hidden in the silent, dusty grooves of vinyl),
Carl Sonny Leyland (master English barrelhouse
and boogie woogie piano) with Lila Ammons (the
jazz-singing granddaughter of Albert Ammons),
and Drink Small (from South Carolina, known as
the “Blues Doctor,” a modern-day medicine show
minstrel with great humor).
The CROSSROADS STAGE is where highpower amplifiers meet Lake Michigan. Don’t try
this at home, or if you have a pacemaker. Highpower electric blues, R&B and soul. The Hoochie
Coochie Boys took to the stage with a vengeance.
Muddy Water’s sidemen: George Mojo Buford,
John Primer, Rick Kreher, Ray Killer Allison, Calvin
Fuzz Jones, Barrelhouse Chuck, and Larry Williams, Muddy
Waters’ son. Now that’s one hell of a band, a Who’s Who
of blues greats. Muddy didn’t get it wrong when he
picked his sidemen. Jeez, the only one missing was
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Muddy! That’s the way it sounded with Larry on vocals. He
has a lot of his dad’s voice and mannerisms. Amazing. Close
your eyes and you couldn’t be sure Muddy hadn’t returned
from his reward.

THE CROSSROADS STAGE
At night there is only one stage and one place to be, the
PETRILLO MUSIC SHELL, an outdoor amphitheater.
This is a formal stage, with an MC, lights, and a huge LCD
screen for the overflow crowd. The night featured master
showman Willie Clayton, Jimmy Dawkins (with Billy Flynn),
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THE MAIN STAGE
Koko Taylor, the late, great Johnnie Mae Dunson and her
son Jimi “Prime Time” Smith, Billy Branch and the Sons of
Blues (their 30th anniversary reunion, including Carl Weathersby and Lurrie Bell), Big Jay McNeely (another showman
from the old school), Irma Thomas, and Magic Slim. A special tribute to Sunnyland Slim was performed by his last
band, which included Bob Stroger, Sam Burckhardt and
Steve Freund.
There was also a tribute to Howlin’ Wolf, featuring James
Cotton, Hubert Sumlin, Eddie Shaw, Abb Locke, Henry
Gray, Jody Williams, and Little Smoky Smothers. And, of
course, Bobby Rush, with his ever-enchanting, blood pressure-raising, big-legged review, was the grand finale.
On the Monday
following the festival, JD was invited
to photograph a recording session with
Honeyboy Edwards
and Bobby Rush.
These photos haven’t
yet been published,
although some may
find their way to
Honeyboy’s next CD.
Enjoy.
See you next year
in Chicago!
J.D. and Angel Child
host “The Front Porch
Blues Show” every Sunday evening from 8 to
10 p.m.
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How to Transcend the Distinctions of
the Phantasmic and Concrete
by Kevin Corcoran

W

ith the use of the ears, all hearing is concrete, even
when listening in on constructions of the phantasmal. A focus then on perception becomes crucial:
The entire interaction involved in processing sound from the
ears to ideation and emotion extracted from vibrations received.
In a sense, our mundane existence embodies this practice with
peripheral hearing of distant traffic, water-heaters through walls,
florescent lights in libraries, ambient sources of absorption in
the incidental environment. These were elemental constructs of
Pierre Schaeffer’s acousmatics and Pauline Oliveros’ deep listening, but how far have these esoteric studies come in terms
of common understanding outside of academic embracement?
Must an impression of the soundscape as interpreted by R.M.
Schaffer be captured and replayed through loudspeakers to convey its importance, or should one simply stop and listen to become enlightened to its affects?
At least imagine a space outside of campuses
or concert halls acoustically rendered with concepts of immersive intermedia and experiential
engineering as model, where artists and researchers are
let to develop and present work of profound challenge
to the senses primarily by sounding. In the Bay A r e a
we are graced with the dedication of Recombinant Media Labs, which cohabitates space
with the Asphodel project, offset between San
Francisco’s downtown and Mission districts and
its predecessor, the Compound, in the city’s overlooked southeastern annex Hunter’s Point. Both
locations are creations of an artist known to most as
Naut Humon and employ 360 degrees of audiovisual
schematic to perfectly relay the intentions of those
working at the fringes of projection media. Although
surround sound and works produced for multiple
loudspeakers aren’t completely futuristic concepts,
there are rare individuals devoting permanent institutions to the purpose.
In the latter half of this year, a handful of impressive performances have been hosted in the
aforementioned spaces. The presence of John
Duncan, Biosphere with Egbert Mittelstadt, Alva
Noto with Blixa Bargeld, Chris Watson, and Francis
Dhomont among others confirmed paths crossed by
exciting names in elusive fields, all within the walls of
two unassuming structures. The commonality comes
in the methodology of these artists, applications of
sound and image to provoke the senses in the subject of
(dis)orientation. Where Duncan’s performance wrapped
the listener in tension and confinement building a
slow anxiety and concluding with an abrupt rushing
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upward in decibels, Watson transported listeners with surround
sound recordings of mixed environmental phenomena collected in his ventures chasing storms and observing wildlife across
continents on assignment with documentary productions. Biosphere offered pulsating, ethereal film score to Mittelstadt’s intimate anthropological observations through the camera, while
Alva Noto and Bargeld ruptured the room with intense work
for vocals and live rhythm programming set to a real-time voiceinto-light transcription scrolling across the looped screens at
the perimeter of the room. These are brief generalizations of
experiential presentations, which must be observed to be truly
explained.
Most importantly, this is the direction of sound as art, of
the relationship of sound to sight, in a world where technology creeps in a bit deeper each day. Through the use of a built
environment such as the RML a new potential is explored: an
audience integrated into a fictional landscape sculpted
and suspended temporarily, a
preternatural realm
out of which the listener
may step back into
the ordinary, perhaps with an ear for
the extraordinary context of sound
as medium.

Kevin co-hosts “Topography” every Sunday
morning from 4 to 6 a.m.

How to Incorporate Magic* into Your
Everyday Routine
by Oki

1. Delete your social networking profiles.
a. If you do not have any, make a few, upkeep for several
months, then delete.
b. Or, use your profile to expound myths about self; i.e.
photoshop your pictures to include a great deal of animals so that all
your colleagues will believe you to be a lover of animals and therefore a
kindhearted soul and a philanthropist.

2. When you go to bed at night (or whenever your lifestyle permits)
think very hard about the fantastic kind of dream or nightmare you
would like to have.
a. May I suggest baby-snacking werewolves, bathtubs full of gin,
humorous French girls with gigantic ears, and if microwaves had
faces.
b. Try very hard in the morning to remember, then mention these
events casually during the day as if they really happened to you,
because of course they really did.
3. Jump on any chance to exaggerate or create minor
hysteria.
a. If an acquaintance mentions a dubious practice or
mocks a crackpot theory,
be sure to defend it with
enthusiasm.
b. Exaggerate everything
you feel. If you feel ill,
fall down immediately and
scream about fever. If you
feel even slightly overcome by
your hasty temperament, be sure
to act on every whim, basking in
the tumult of your mood swings.
4. Show keen interest in the realms
that escape the unaided eye.
a. Armies of amoebas, magnetic fields
of electron blossoms, microbial
squatters on the tip of your finger.
b. Radio waves pulsing in your blood
stream, aliens, extinct animals and
peoples.
5. Practice destroying the finite line between reality
and magic.
a. It is important that you do this as part of an existing
routine; i.e. while taking your morning vitamins, learn to believe
that your vitamins are magic pills that give you extraordinary powers and
skills. Who’s to say they aren’t? See, you’ve already begun.
b. Gradually stop using these words and phrases: no way, impossible, true,
false, real, realistic, imaginary, fantastic, unbelievable, etc.
*user beware: Magic is not for everyone. Some users complain of social ostracism, a minor percentage is hospitalized,
and others are dismissed as eccentrics. Magic is not to be used lightly nor with too much care.
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Tips for a Trip to the
Hawai’ian Islands

by Gary B. Goode

H

aving traveled to the Hawai’ian islands, I want to
share some tips for our KDVS musical listeners.
First of all, if you are going for music, check out
the college radio station at ktuh.org. It might be fun visiting KTUH, the student-run non-commercial radio station
from the University of Hawai’i at Manoa on Oahu, the
main and most populated of the Hawai’ian islands (over
three quarters of Hawai’i’s residents live here).
On Oahu, you can catch the greatest variety of musical
concerts for all tastes. For fans of Hawai’ian music, go to
mele.com. This website has a great concert calendar.
To catch some waves, attend great concerts and cultural
events and go on some fun nature hikes, Oahu cannot be
beat. Lower-priced hotels are available in Honolulu and
you can take “The Bus” to get around. It is great, inexpensive public transportation. Go to thebus.org for more
information.
For those who want the party life with some surf and
sun and some cultural experience (for example, The Bishop
Museum), Oahu is great and always has direct low-priced
flights from the mainland. Also, Oahu has the famous
North Shore surf riding (Pipeline, Waimea Bay).
If you want to see an active volcano, spend a side trip of
a few days on the Big Island of Hawai’i itself. Vol-
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canoes National Park is a must-see. Most people stay on
the Kona coast because this is the sunny side of the island
with lots of hotels and restaurants to choose from. This
coast is busier and full of night life. For a more serene
setting, the Captain Cook area is a favorite on the Kona
coast. Also, there is great snorkeling in this area. For most
folks, it rains too much in Hilo on the other side of the
island.
Maui is another fun island to visit. Its strength lies in
its great beaches and great road trip to the quaint little
town of Hana. Kaua’i (the Garden Island) is a must for
hikers who want to see the Waimea Canyon (Mark Twain
dubbed it “the Grand Canyon of the Pacific”) and hike
the amazing 11-mile Na Pali Coast Trail. Going to Maui or
Kaua’i would allow for many interesting side trips. A great
community radio station on Kaua’i is KKCR at: kkcr.org.
It runs both “Free Speech Radio News” and “Democracy
Now.”
In sum, most KDVS listeners would probably want to
make Oahu their home base and possibly try another island if interested.
Gary hosts “The New Island Radio Cafe” every other Sunday morning
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
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Hardcore Vegan Gingerbread Molasses Cookies

I

f you are interested in animal rights, or want to make
delicious cookies, these are for you. If you want to be cool
with your hardcore vegan buds, bake these and improve
your hardcore status. Just kidding! These cookies are easy to
make and punk rock-inspired. Enjoy!
Ingredients:
2 ¼ cups flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 shy tablespoon pumpkin pie spice
¼ teaspoon salt
1 cup brown sugar
¾ cup canola oil or non-hydrogenated vegan margarine
¼ cup molasses
1 tablespoon applesauce

two sheets of floured wax paper (not too thin), and cut with a
cookie cutter or the top of a water cup. Put on a baking sheet
and bake for 6 to 8 minutes depending on how crunchy or soft
you want them, and enjoy!
Makes about 20 to 25 cookies. You can eat them like ice cream
sandwiches if you put soy or rice ice cream between two cookies,
yum. 					
–DJ Del

Directions:
Preheat oven to 325˚. Mix sugar, molasses, oil, and applesauce
together really well with a fork or an electric mixer. Stir in all
other ingredients and mix until blended. Roll dough between

LIKE

NO OTHER
GROCERY STORE
ON THE PLANET

DAVIS FOOD CO-OP • 620 G STREET • DOWNTOWN DAVIS • (530) 758-2667
OPEN DAILY 8AM-10PM • WWW.DAVISFOOD.COOP
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Building Your Own Bike Stereo

I

t may have been almost six
months since my bike, “Rolling Thunder,” and I made
our way down to SoCal to start
life in the real world, but KDVS
is no less in my thoughts than
ever. I miss the days of bumping
funk through Central Park, and
making the Mass that much more
critical. In that spirit, I’d like to
share the basics of bike stereo
construction, in the hopes that
even one industrious individual
can join the ranks of those proud
few rolling noise violations.
It all starts with some critical
thinking and a set of questions:
How large is my bike? How large
am I? Do I want to be the only
one who can hear my music, or
would I prefer to scare dogs and
small children? Stuff like that.
Size is dictated by what components you choose. My first venture, the Mk. 1, was about
the size of a mailbox, mostly because I used car stereo components. Yet, if I were to do this today, I would go on eBay
and buy a “motorcycle amp” (50 to 75 watts). These little
gems are about a fifth the size of a car stereo amp, and can
handle a lot of wattage. They also hook directly into standard
car stereo components, so speaker selection will be easy.
Now it’s time to talk batteries and speakers. Since we went
with an auto amplifier, any 12-volt battery will do. The important number here will be Amp Hours, often abbreviated
Ah. This will tell you how long you can operate the unit on
a charge, keeping in mind of course that this will vary with
outside temperature and music volume. I originally went with
a 12-volt, 12 Ah battery, but the sucker was the size of a pair
of binoculars and weighed about 10 pounds. I would go with
something a little more reasonable, like 5 to 9 Ah. This will
make it a more similar in size to the motorcycle amp and keep
things at a manageable weight.
 	 (Warning: Boring technical talk ahead.) While the newer
batteries will be lighter and smaller, they will cost more than
double the price. Lead-acid batteries push a full 12+ volts until they are about 96% drained, then they fall off quickly. This
means maximum volume all the way to the last drop. Newer
batteries drain on a longer slope, which means your music
will start loud, but will get noticeably quieter 20% of the way
through the battery, and may not meet the threshold
voltage of the amp after 75 or 80%. So that’s the bat-
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An instructional by Drake Martinet

tery talk. Rechargeable, yes, lead-acid, yes.
 	 The final technology decision is speaker selection. I
went with some oval-shaped car stereo speakers (two of
them). Mine were 8-inch 3x2 speakers, which means that there
was one main speaker cone and three little tweeters mounted
on the same speaker chassis. This allows you to put more audio depth in a small space and will really make the difference
between your finished product sounding like a roided-up set
of iPod speakers and the hi-fi terror we know it can be. Circle
speakers sound just as good and are more standard, so covers
and such will be easier to find.
You should be able to get most everything for about $300
(as little as $100 if you know where to look).
 	 For the enclosure I went with ¾-inch MDF (heavy, smooth
fiberboard), but it just needs to be stiff and well-constructed
enough not to rattle when it’s bumpin’, or you could build
your own. The moral is that you don’t want it to rattle around,
so overdo it when it comes to the fasteners and joints. Use
wood glue to reinforce it if it is wood, and use some other
epoxy if it’s something else.
When fastening it to the bike, the stronger the mount the
better, and the heavier the bike the better. Just imagine what
it would be like to ride with all of your textbooks placed
wherever you’re putting this thing.   
 	 That’s mostly it. Remember to put in a switch between
the battery and amp so you can power it on and off (most
switches designed for a car’s electrical system will do, and you
can get these at Radio Shack or anywhere else). Connect the

I N S T R U C T I O N A
audio source where you adjust the volume for accesibility. I used my iPod (insert your own anti-Apple nazi comment here). The availability of off-the-shelf handlebar
iPod mounts makes this a breeze, but you could cobble
together something easily for any audio source, so experiment... 8 track, DAT, reel-to-reel, preamped guitar,
really anything that has the right level because you’ve essentially built a PA.
Finally, don’t seal the box permanently. Connections
will slip, cords will die and gremlins will cause all kinds
of problems for a while. It shouldn’t be too easy to get
into its innards, but it must be possible.
 	 Go, ride and enjoy. Remember though, you now wield
a power over others, and you are saying to the world,
“I know what you should be listening too.” So be considerate, especially if there are others with bike stereos
around. Maybe work out a dance party-style DJ set.
 	 Look for Part Two of this article next time. The working title is “Sociological perspectives in unanticipated
music presentation: Understanding the three main reactions of oblivion, awkward pretend ignorance and spontaneous bicycle dancing.”
 	 If you end up building one of these, I’m happy to
help.
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Get out the WORD!

Do you want to ADVERTISE with us?
We offer competitivie prices starting
at $75!

contact Elisa and Rachel
at publicity@kdvs.org

Drake Martinet is a KDVS GM Emeritus and former leader
of both the Knights of the Turntable and the Ghost Ride the
Blimp Crew. He can be reached at edmartinet@gmail.com.

New Radio Volunteer
Meetings
Learn how you can get involved
at Davis’ community radio
station KDVS 90.3 FM
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STREAM LIVE OR ARCHIVED
SHOWS AT KDVS.ORG!

KDVS 90.3 FM FALL SCHEDULE
midnight

3 a.m.

6 a.m.

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Punk Roge & Riot
“Neonate (Under Distress)”
New and old punk

D Money & DJ Sweetbutter “Walk with Me”
Hip-hop, funk

The Chocolate Factory & Mr. Navils “After
Hours” Eclectic

Neural Groove
“Sub Threshold”
Eclectic

Snakob
“Snakes & Ladders”
Eclectic

DJ Shein
“Community Service”
Eclectic

2 a.m.

4 a.m.

Slowmotion
Mja.K & Myk Blauuw
Kevin Corcoran & Vanha
“Alien
vs.
President”
“All Things Fresh”
Lam “Topography”
Hip-hop,
electronic,
jazz
Hip-hop,
R&B, soul, funk
Experimental

6 a.m.

Bobby H & Mr. T
“Songs of Praise Gospel
Program” Gospel

DJ Kelp
“Coral Bits”
Eclectic

8 a.m.

Bernard & Bez Benson
9 a.m. “In Focus/Perspective”
Religious talk and music

noon

3 p.m.

8:30 a.m.

Kirstin Sanford & Justin Jackson
“This Week in Science”

Mr. Glass
“Good Good”
Nu jazz, downtempo,
funk, hip-hop, soul

DJ Dan
“Full Disclosure”
Eclectic

“Democracy Now”

“Democracy Now”

Gary B. Goode
“The New Island Radio Café”
Hawai’ian, reggae, Latino
alt w/ Mindy Steuer
“Cross Cultural Currents”
International, reggae

Papa Wheelie
“Radio Wadada”
Reggae

Totchii Mint
“Obsidian Ocean”
Eclectic

France “It’s About You”

10 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

1 p.m.

Brendan
“The Raw Mess Around”
Eclectic

Woolsey
“Dance Dance Revelation”
Electronic

Chris
“The Senescent Spectacle”
Eclectic

Clara
“The Weather Report”
Eclectic

Kid Courageous & Tigerlily
“The Periodic Table of Fun”
Indie, electro, French pop

“Free Speech Radio News”

“Free Speech Radio News”

2:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

Brian Ang
6 p.m. “Farewell Transmission” 6 p.m.
Jazz, poetry, guests
Maggie Cat
“The Cat’s Meow”
Emily “The Treehouse” Rock ’n’ roll fun alt w/
Rock, folk, indie
Roxanne “The Sound & the Fury” Eclectic
JD Esq. & Angel Child
9 p.m. “Front Porch Blues Show”
Old and new blues

8 p.m.

10 p.m.

= public affairs

midnight

Tim Matranga
“Kicksville 29BC”
Pysch, soul, garage

noon

1 p.m.

Siobhan & DJ Ted 5
“VELOlution”

= freeform music
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SUNDAY

p.m.

Andy
“The Lewd Dance”
Eclectic

Kendra Johnson, Rory
O’Dwyer et al. “Local Dirt”
“KDVS Radio Theatre”
Radio plays

7 p.m.

“Aggie Talk”
UCD sports talk

Oddy “Dark Continent” Garage, indie
alt w/ Klinger “Live in the Warzone” Power pop

9 p.m.

Mr. Mick Mucus
“The Chicken Years”
Rock, punk, hardcore

DJ Rick
“Art for Spastics” 11 p.m.
Scott Soriano & The Flower Vato “Trippin’
Rock, experimental, punk
with the Rebel Kind” Eclectic, psych

“TV gives everyone an image, but radio gives birth to a million
		
images in a million brains.”
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
–Peggy Noonan

Wesley Dodds & Golightly
“Karate Bearfighter”
Rock, alternative

Chris Killimanjaro
“Post-chastity Blues”
Experimental beans

Miss Molly
“Scutwork”
Eclectic

DJ Sasha & DJ Ichi
“Free Coffee”
Folk, blues, indie

Catalina
“Catalina’s Show!”
Electronic, house

Jai Ma
“Viva la Revolucion”
Eclectic

Richard the K
“The Offshore Broadcast”
Eclectic

DJ Hibby & DJ Bubbles
“Dreadlocks, Mohawks & Everything in Between” Eclectic

DJ Judy
“Danky Means
Delicious”
Eclectic

Mad Max
“The Odyssey”
Rock’n’roll

2 a.m.

Blasphemer &
Scarecrow
“Raise the Dead”
Metal, grindcore

4 a.m.

Julia
“Nocturnal Knock Turns”
Eclectic

6 a.m.

6 a.m.

DJ Kitsune
“Angry Fruit Salad”
Rock, folk, jazz

8:30 a.m.

Big Dave
“Buried Alive in the Blues”
Blues, folk

UCRN Public Affairs /
“Planetary Radio”

KDVS Public Affairs

Jessica
“Neoisms”

DJ Blonde &
Ophealia Forealia
“Math Robot”
Electronic

DJ Haggis
“The Deep End”
Rock, international,
eclectic

J. Violet
“The ROFLcopter Show”
Eclectic, Asian American artists

“Democracy Now”

“Democracy Now”

Julian “New Rules
for Steelheading”
Rock

DJ Brenda “Sin Fronteras,
Without Borders”
Latino, folkloric, rock

Charmin Ultra! & xWiggleytoughx “Middle School
Friends” Eclectic

DJ End-Stop
“(Life Is) Full of Possibilities”
Indie pop, folk, electro

David D. Young “Upper
Realm Shrieks: Music &
Words” Eclectic

“Free Speech Radio News”

“Free Speech Radio News”

“Free Speech Radio News”

Andy Jones “Dr. Andy’s
Poetry & Technology Hour”

“Radio Parallax”

Ron Glick & Richard Estes
“Speaking in Tongues”

DJ Mucky
“Bear Is Driving Car”
Eclectic, experimental

Ryan
“California Police State”
Rock, folk, electronic

Michael Leahy
“Cool As Folk”
Singer-songwriters

Corey O
“Organic Vinyl”
Eclectic

Megan
“Chicks & Cars”
Rock, psych, folk

Deputy Boomer “Erik’s
Aural Extravaganza”
Hip-hop, experimental

Fuzzbox Flynn “C.O.D.E.”
Psych, electronic

9:30 a.m.

“Democracy Now”
DJ Lulu
“Double Entendres”
Eclectic

noon

1 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

9 a.m.

5 p.m. Douglas Everett

10 p.m.

“Live in Studio A”
Live bands

8 p.m.
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Bill Wagman alt w/
Robyne Fawx
“The Saturday Morning
Folk Show”
Folk

noon

2:30 p.m.

6 p.m.

Arioch
“Apocalypse”
Metal, dark ambient

DJ Robb Dogg
“Chill Out & Die”
Metal, hardcore

Pirate & Blasphemer
“Is That Gravy I Smell?”
Metal, punk, hardcore

DJ Markuss & Tessa Mae
“The Prog Rock Palace”
Rock, jazz

2 p.m.

Kristian
“Are You Being Served”
Eclectic

4 p.m.
Gil Medovoy
“Crossing Continents”
International

7 p.m.

Mr. Frankly “Mostly Rock”
Eclectic alt w/ Jeffrey Fekete
“Today’s Aberrations, Tomorrow’s Fashion” Eclectic

9 p.m.

Trotsky
“Crimson Airwavez”
Punk, thrash, hardcore
“The Joe Frank Show”
Crazy narratives

SUNDAY
Midnight – 2 a.m.
Punk Roge & Riot
“Neonate (Under Distress)”
—Punk, hardcore, oi
Chaotically good music mixed
with political, social and local
punk talk as well as shows, tickets and events you don’t want to
miss
2 – 4 a.m.
NEURAL GROOVE
“Sub Threshold”
—International, electronic, hiphop, dub, experimental
Future roots music pushing the
hardcore continuum: dubstep,
bass culture and beyond
4 – 6 a.m.
Kevin
corcoran
&
vanha lam
“Topography”
—Experimental
Spatial and temporal studies in
sound: concrete and site-specific
investigations take form where
composition and improvisation
intersect
6 – 8 a.m.
Bobby H & DJ Mr. T
“Songs of Praise Gospel Program”
—Gospel
Traditional and contemporary
gospel music
8 – 10 a.m.
Bernard & Bez Benson
“In Focus/Perspective”
—Religious talk show, music
Solving problems of students and
the community, Christian music
of various genres
10 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Gary B. Goode
“The New Island Radio Café”
—Reggae, Latino, Hawai’ian, ska
Latin music (salsa, cumbia, etc.),
Hawai’ian music (mele, traditional, slack key guitar), Jamaican,
other Caribbean and African
Alternating w/
Mindy Steuer
“Cross Cultural Currents”
—International, reggae
Reggae and African music
1 – 3 p.m.
Papa Wheelie
“Radio Wadada”
—Reggae
A conscious reggae session featuring reggae (old and new) dub
and dancehall
3 – 5 p.m.
Brendan
“The Raw Mess Around”
—Eclectic
Programs that unite widely different musical styles
around subject matter,
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KDVS has something for everyone
sound, or experience of the artists
5 – 7 p.m.
Brian Ang
“Farewell Transmission”
—Jazz, poetry
Jazz of all kinds, poetry, live guests
7 – 8 p.m.
Emily
“The Treehouse”
—Rock ’n’ roll fun
This miscreant sits in a treehouse
and plays thee surf/trash/beat,
66/77 punk, power pop, garage
and girl groups galore for hackneyed troublemakers!
Alternating w/
ROXANNE
“The Sound and the Fury”
—Eclectic
The captain is out to lunch and the
sailors have taken over the ship
8 – 10 p.m.
JD Esquire & Angel
Child
“The Front Porch Blues Show”
—Blues
The first part of the program focuses on acoustic, delta, and early
Chicago blues. The second part is
a medley of contemporary blues.
10 p.m. – midnight
Tim Matranga
“Kicksville 29BC”
—Garage, soul, psych
Sets of choice raw soul and funk,
’60s garage mayhem, psychosis,
and lysergic psych excursions into
the stratosphere

MONDAY
Midnight – 2 a.m.
D MONEY & DJ SWEETBUTTER
“Walk with Me”
—Hip-hop
Take a stroll with us through the
mind-altering world of underground hip-hop, and hear the best
from hip-hop’s past and present
2 – 4 a.m.
SNAKOB
“Snakes and Ladders”
—Eclectic
It’s like your favorite mixtape on
the radio
4 – 6 a.m.
SLOWMOTION
“Alien vs. President”
—Electronic, hip-hop, jazz, soul
This show is all about the best in
positive and conscious hip-hop.
We will explore its roots in jazz,
soul and funk from the ’60s.
6 – 8:30 a.m.

DJ KELP
“Coral Bits”
—Eclectic
8:30 – 9:30 a.m.
France
“It’s About You”
—Public affairs
A show where expert guests discuss issues and events in order to
assist the listener in defining their
personal ethics and opinions
9:30 a.m. – noon
Mr. Glass
“Good Good”
—Hip-hop, electronic, jazz
Nu jazz, future soul, downtempo,
funk, Afro-beat, Brazilian
Noon – 1 p.m.
Amy Goodman
“Democracy Now”
1 – 2:30 p.m.
WOOLSEY
“Dance Dance Revelation”
—Electronic
2:30 – 4:30 p.m.
Clara
“The Weather Report”
—Eclectic
Residual and emergent sounds
4:30 – 5 p.m.
“Free Speech Radio News”
5 – 6 p.m.
SIOBHAN & DJ TED
“VELOlution”
—Public affairs
Covers bicycling from all aspects.
Why to bike, how to bike, what to
wear, where to go, and, especially,
how to have more fun doing it.
6 – 8 p.m.
Maggie Cat
“The Cat’s Meow”
—Eclectic, indie, feedg
The smart way to keep your music
collection from stagnating
8 – 10 p.m.
Andy
“The Lewd Dance”
—Eclectic, international
In this show music is not experienced through direct participation, but rather via the “official
ear” of the DJ, who is him or
herself the avatar of a larger collective... in bed
10 p.m. – midnight
DJ RICK
“Art for Spastics”
—Punk, experimental, weird
punk
I play thee best in garage/scuzzpunk ineptitude, knuckle-drag-

ging thug-rock of the lesser primates, highfalutin jackoffnoise,
glitched-out electro booyar jamz
and art-damaged skronkrawk

TUESDAY
Midnight – 2 a.m.
THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY
& MR. NAVILS
“After Hours”
—Eclectic
FM radio never hurt this good
2 – 4 a.m.
DJ SHEIN
“Community Service”
—Eclectic
Theme of the show changes every week; for example, one show
will be rock, one will be jazz, etc.

violence, and female empowerment
4:30 – 5 p.m.
“Free Speech Radio News”
5 – 6 p.m.
RORY O’DWYER, TIANNA DUPONT, ET AL.
“Local Dirt”
—Public affairs
Informs, educates and inspires its
listenership through interviews,
current events and news about
what’s growing on in our agriculture community
6 – 7 p.m.
“KDVS Radio Theatre”
—Radio plays
Original locally produced and
classic audio plays

4 – 6 a.m.
MJA.K, MYK BLAUUW
“All Things Fresh”
—Hip-hop, R&B, soul, funk
We are hip-hop. So hip-hop is dead.
Then we about to die tonight

7 – 8 p.m.
“Aggie Talk”
—Sports
Discussing UC Davis athletics
and bringing in-studio guests for
interviews

6 – 8:30 a.m.
TOTCHII MINT
“Obsidian Ocean”
—Eclectic

8 – 9 p.m.
ODDY-KNOCKY
“Dark Continent”
—Experimental, garage, indie
A hot cup of coffee in your favorite thriftstore mug
Alternating w/
KLINGER
“Live in the Warzone”
—Punk, power pop, synth
Cheesy power pop, spazzy synthpunk and other obscuro tunes to
geek out to

8:30 – 9:30 a.m.
DR. KIRSTEN SANFORD &
JUSTIN JACKSON
“This Week in Science”
—Public affairs
Detailing and discussing major
issues in the sciences. From solar
systems to microcosms, hear both
cutting edge and controversial topics brought to an accessible level.
9:30 a.m. – noon
DJ Dan
“Full Disclosure”
—Eclectic
A good deal of rock, punk and
indie as well as jazz and some
other stuff
Noon – 1 p.m.
AMY GOODMAN
“Democracy Now”
1 – 2:30 p.m.
CHRIS
“The Senescent Spectacle”
—Eclectic
Alternative approaches to listening, exploring the gap between
music and noise, sense and senselessness
2:30 – 4:30 p.m.
KID COURAGEOUS &
TIGERLILY
“The Periodic Table of Fun”
—Eclectic
We’re all about power-twee, indie-

9 – 11 p.m.
MR. MICK MUCUS
“The Chicken Years”
—Eclectic
Fun with sound
11 p.m. – midnight
SCOTT SORIANO & THE
FLOWER VATO
“Trippin’ with the Rebel Kind”
—Eclectic
Scott and Larry team up for one
hour of fantasticness

WEDNESDAY
Midnight – 2 a.m.
WESLEY DODDS & GOLIGHTLY
“Karate Bearfighter”
—Rock, alternative, electronic
Showcase of music, cute animal
pictures and discussions about
movies where Bruce Willis blows
shit up
2 – 4 a.m.
DJ SASHA & DJ ICHI
“Free Coffee”

find your favorites on kdvs.org!
—Blues, folk, indie
An eclectic mix of singer-songwriters, across folk genres
4 – 6 a.m.
RICHARD THE K
“The Offshore Broadcast”
—Eclectic
Garage, psychedelia, a bit of mod,
a bit of folk, and other things
with a punky attitude
6 – 8:30 a.m.
DJ JUDY
“Danky Means Delicious”
—Eclectic
8:30 – 9 a.m.
UCRN Public Affairs
9 – 9:30 a.m.
“Planetary Radio”
—Public affairs
9:30 a.m. – noon
DJ OPHELIA FOREALIA & DJ
BLONDE
“Math Robot”
—Electronic, rock
Enjoy good music and dance
funky robot
Noon – 1 p.m.
AMY GOODMAN
“Democracy Now”
1 – 2:30 p.m.
DJ LULU
“Double Entendres”
—French pop, garage rock
Various music to tickle your tastebuds.
2:30 – 4:30 p.m.
CHARMIN ULTRA & xWIGGLEYTOUGHx
“Middle School Friends”
—Heroine chic
4:30 – 5 p.m.
“Free Speech Radio News”
5 – 6 p.m.
ANDY JONES
“Dr. Andy’s Poetry & Technology
Hour”
—Public affairs
Talk about poetry and technology
with frequent guests
6 – 8 p.m.
DJ MUCKY
“Bear Is Driving Car!”
—Eclectic
Big American Party! Everybody
Disco Dancing!
8 – 10 p.m.
COREY O
“Organic Vinyl”
—Eclectic
All vinyl, all the time

10 p.m. – midnight
DEPUTY BOOMER
“Erik’s Aural Extravaganza”
—Eclectic
Raw shit

THURSDAY
Midnight – 2 a.m.
CHRIS KILLIMANJARO
“Post-chastity Blues”
—Experimental beans
All along the Bible Belt
2 – 4 a.m.
CATALINA
“Catalina’s Show!”
—Electronic, house, eclectic
Get electronic, go supersonic!
Now dance.
4 – 6 a.m.
DJ HIBBY & DJ BUBBLES
“Dreadlocks, Mohawks & Everything in Between”
—Eclectic
Generally upbeat
6 – 8:30 a.m.
DJ KITSUNE
“Angry Fruit Salad”
—Eclectic
A healthy mix of new and old
spanning across many genres
8:30 – 9:30 a.m.
KDVS Public Affairs
9:30 a.m. – noon
DJ HAGGIS
“The Deep End”
—Rock, international, eclectic
Forget the kiddie pool; this is music for the depths
Noon – 1 p.m.
AMY GOODMAN
“Democracy Now”
1 – 2:30 p.m.
JULIAN
“New Rules for Steelheading”
—Rock, punk
2:30 – 4:30 p.m.
DJ END-STOP
“(Life Is) Full of Possibilities”
—Pop, electronic, indie, folk
Music to daydream to (unless
you’re already taking a nap)
4:30 – 5 p.m.
“Free Speech Radio News”
5 – 6 p.m.
DOUGLAS EVERETT
“Radio Parallax”
—Public affairs
Science, history, politics, current
events, whatever we please

6 – 8 p.m.
RYAN
“California Police State”
—Eclectic
Mostly brand new releases
8 – 10 p.m.
MEGAN
“Chicks & Cars”
—Rock ’n’ roll, psych, folk
Hormone-riddled
adolescents
making music about their obsessions in primal fashion
10 – 11 p.m.
FUZZBOX FLYNN
“Coexistence of disparate elements”
—Eclectic
Punk, DIY tunes, New Wave,
no-wave, minimal electronics,
improv, absurd progressive rock,
kraut, dancey junk, peculiar music
of today’s world
11 p.m. – midnight
“Live in Studio A”
—Eclectic
Live performances by local and
touring musicians

FRIDAY
Midnight – 2 a.m.
MISS MOLLY
“Scutwork”
—Eclectic
A show incorporating multiple
genres of music
2 – 4 a.m.
JAI MA
“Viva la Revolucion”
—Eclectic
Sociopolitically charged music
4 – 6 a.m.
JULIA
“Nocturnal Knock Turns”
—Eclectic
Dream symbols, sleep gurgles,
nightmare ivy traps, dried drool
and eye burgers
6 – 8:30 a.m.
DJ KITSUNE
“Angry Fruit Salad”
—Eclectic
A healthy mix of new and old
spanning a cross many genres
from jazz to electronic to punk,
indie and international
8:30 – 9:30 a.m.
JESSICA
“Neoisms”
—Public affairs
Interviews with people in Davis
along with live musical interludes.
Topics cover politics, community
activities and organizations, movies, etc.

9:30 a.m. – noon
J. VIOLET
“The ROFLcopter Show”
—Eclectic
Because I can
Noon – 1 p.m.
AMY GOODMAN
“Democracy Now”
1 – 2:30 p.m.
DJ BRENDA
“Sin Fronteras, Without Borders”
—Latino, folkloric, rock en español
Mix of Latin genres without borders/Musica Latina sin fronteras
2:30 – 4:30 p.m.
DAVID D. YOUNG
“Upper Realm Shrieks: Music &
Words”
—Eclectic
A continuously evolving show
with changing combinations of
genres, mixing mainly bluegrass,
blues, jazz and rock with occasional words and recited poetry
4:30 – 5 p.m.
“Free Speech Radio News”
5 – 6 p.m.
RON GLICK & RICHARD ESTES
“Speaking in Tongues”
—Public affairs
A program featuring social commentary and interviews with people directly involved in struggles
related to peace, civil rights, the
environment and the workplace
6 – 8 p.m.
MICHAEL LEAHY
“Cool As Folk”
—Folk, sing-songwriters, acoustic, indie
Songs speak
8 – 10 p.m.
DJ ROBB DOGG
“Chill Out & Die”
—Metal, industrial, doom, noise
Musical insights into mankind’s
miserable existence, ticket giveaways and live local bands
10 p.m. – midnight
PIRATE & BLASPHEMER
“Is That Gravy I Smell?”
—Metal, punk, hardcore
Metal, hardcore, oldies, showtunes, party anthems, ticket giveaways, and insults

SATURDAY
Midnight – 3 a.m.
BLASPHEMER &
CROW

SCARE-

“Raise the Dead”
—Metal, grindcore
Black metal, death metal, grindcore and ambient horror
3 – 6 a.m.
ARIOCH
“Apocolypse”
—Metal, dark ambient
Old-school/second-ware-themed
black metal, with the occasional
dark ambient and death metal
6 – 9 a.m.
BIG DAVE
“Buried Alive in the Blues”
—Blues, rock, folk, jazz
New and old, national and international
9 a.m. – noon
Bill Wagman
Alternating w/
Robyne Fawx
“The Saturday Morning Folk Show”
—Folk
Folk of all kinds
Noon – 2 p.m.
DJ MARKUSS & TESSA MAE
“The Prog Rock Palace”
—Progressive rock, jazz
Prog rock and jazz from all over
the world, from ’68 to the present
2 – 4 p.m.
KRISTIAN
“Are You Being Served”
—Eclectic
Bitchin’ tunes
4 – 7 p.m.
GIL MEDOVOY
“Crossing Continents”
—International
Mid-East, Mediterranean, East
Europe/Balkan, North Africa,
Central Asia, Indian subcontinent
7 – 9 p.m.
MR. FRANKLY
“Mostly Rock”
—Eclectic
Alternating w/
JEFFREY FEKETE
“Today’s Aberration Tomorrow’s
Fashion”
—Eclectic
A multi-genre excursion through
the newest arrivals to our library
9 – 11 p.m.
TROTSKY
“Crimson Airwaves”
—Punk, thrash, hardcore
Plenty of proletarian power violence, pop punk, thrash, crust,
grind and hardcore
11 p.m. – midnight
JOE FRANK
“The Joe Frank Show”
—Crazy narratives
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KDVS Events

PHOTOS
Matthew Takaichi

OK Ikumi at Delta of Venus
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RuthAllison
at Delta
of Venus

Pink Reason
at Delta of Venus

KDVS
Merchandise!
Turntable Head Shirts
$12 postage paid
choose: YS, YM, S, M, L, XL
black, red, blue, green, brown, teal

Bottle Openers
$2 postage paid
choose: black, blue, green, red

Buttons or Stickers
$1 postage paid
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The Politics of Jesus:
A timely book
Review
by
France
Kassing

O

ne of the many joys of producing and hosting
a public affairs show at KDVS is the insightful
and challenging books I get to read and then
feature on air by interviewing the author. Although my
spiritual beliefs are personal, I was intrigued by Obery
Hendricks Jr.’s The Politics of Jesus.
Obery Hendricks recalls growing up and learning about
a mild-mannered, soft-spoken and gentle Jesus who would
never be angry. As the now-Pastor Hendricks learned
about the realities of the world, he was certain that Jesus
could not guide him in fighting for the rights of others.
And then he began to study the Bible, and classic Greek
and Latin, and theology. Another Jesus appeared. One
who fought injustice and gave his life fighting an empire.
One who spoke about resistance and selflessness. This
Jesus could address the world as it is.
Nowadays, Pastor Hendricks is a professor of biblical
interpretations at New York Theological Seminary and
was a contributor to The New Oxford Annotated Bible.
He rejects the terms “Reverend” and “Father” and is
amazed at the hierarchy created by many religious leaders.
You can almost see him shudder in disbelief when he
writes that some religious leaders actually expect people
to kiss their ring! He reminds us that Jesus repeatedly
spoke of humility.
A recurring theme throughout the book is the selfinterested approach to religion as opposed to service to
others. Professor Hendricks reminds us, with copious
biblical references, that Jesus preached about selfeffacement. This is in direct contradiction to the
pervasive message in today’s Christian centers urging their
members to ask God to help them be wealthier, healthier,
and more powerful. One Sacramento church joyfully
reminds people that “there are tremendous benefits to
a relationship with God” and that “Christianity is not
a religion. It is a personal relationship with God.” Not
to belabor a point, but The Politics of Jesus reminds
us that it was never about us, except in the literal
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sense of the word meaning that IT surrounds us in terms
of opportunity to serve others.
In listing the Strategies of Jesus, Obery Hendricks
brings us back to the forgotten essence within Jesus’
teachings. They are:

-Treat the People’s Needs as Holy
-Give Voice to the Voiceless
-Expose the Workings of Oppression
-Call the Demon by Name
-Save Your Anger for the Mistreatment of
Others
-Take Blows without Returning Them
-Don’t Just Explain the Alternative, Show It

R

E
V
I
E
W
In the last part of his book, Professor Hendricks makes
a devastating case about the unChristianity of so-called
Christian presidents. Although most of us know by now
the outrageous choice Reagan made when he “opened
his campaign in Philadelphia, Miss. a city whose claim to
fame – infamy is a better word – is the brutal 1964 Ku
Klux Klan murders of three young civil rights workers
who were there to support the local black population’s
efforts to exercise their constitutional right to vote.”
During his first campaign speech, Reagan specifically
mentioned he supported “states rights” which is a clear
statement, especially in that city, that he was in favor
of the abhorrent segregation and civil rights repression
rampant in the Southern States. And this from a man who,
insiders agree, felt his presidency was guided directly by
God.
The present president, George W. Bush, has made his
own spirituality very clear. Yet apart from the obvious
reminder by many of “Who would Jesus bomb?” many
wonder the Christianity of his statement, “Some people
call you the have and have-mores; I call you my base” as
aired in Fahrenheit 9/11. Moreover, Professor Hendricks
outlines the many policy changes made by Reagan and
both Bushes which widened the disparity between the
poor and wealthy over the term of their presidencies.
While many have attacked Jimmy Carter for criticizing
GWB, very little has been written about his being
responsible for saving millions of lives. How did he
do that? The New York Times reported the following:
“Thanks to a relentless 20-year campaign led by former
President Jimmy Carter, Guinea worm is poised to
become the first disease since smallpox to be pushed
into oblivion.” Guinea worm afflicted millions of victims
yearly on the African continent alone. As the author of
Politics of Jesus states, “By claiming the guidance of God
in their political actions and decisions – strongly implied
by Reagan and his boosters, openly stated by Bush and his
own supporters – both presidents were doing more than
making statements of faith. In effect, both were saying
that their politics were synonymous with the politics of
Jesus.”
My father died in December. I spoke to him the day
before, just hours after he was transferred to the hospice
at the end of a long illness and much suffering. It was
so difficult to know that I’d had my last visit with him,
shared my last meal, and given him my last hug. Heard
him say, “Allô, Princesse,” for the very last time. We were
so fortunate. Iraqi-Americans with family in Iraq did not
get this luxury, nor did the millions of people destroyed
by our empire building policies. They died of horrible
injuries or depleted uranium cancers without pain
medication, clean surroundings, and the loving presence
of families and friends. Or they were displaced from

their homes by the millions. Or tortured or imprisoned
with sometimes little more than an anonymous tip, let
alone being charged and represented. And their sons and
daughters and brothers and sisters in this country did
not get a chance to hold them safely. So, in the name
of my father who taught me a deep sense of integrity
and a solid mistrust of organized religion, I recommend
that Christians and members of any other faith consider
reading Obery Hendricks’ The Politics of Jesus. It is
sure to provoke thoughts about private and professed
spirituality, be it defined by politicians, religious leaders,
your neighbor, or you.
In closing, I leave you with the words of someone who
shunned organized religion and embodied the teaching
and politics of Jesus, Eugene Debs. He delivered his
Statement to the Court to the Federal Court of Cleveland,
Ohio on Sept. 18, 1918 after being convicted of violating
the Sedition Act, a protective law passed by Congress
to promote the war by banning anti-war propaganda and
rhetoric. “Your Honor, years ago I recognized my kinship
with all living beings, and I made up my mind that I was
not one bit better than the meanest on earth. I said then,
and I say now, that while there is a lower class, I am in
it, and while there is a criminal element, I am of it, and
while there is a soul in prison, I am not free.”
The Politics of Jesus: Rediscovering the True Revolutionary Nature
of Jesus’ Teachings and How They Have Been Corrupted by
Obery Hendricks Jr. is out on Doubleday.
France Kassing hosts “It’s About You!” every Monday morning
from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. She can be reached at france@kdvs.org.

Do you want to host a
public affairs show?
current events * world affairs
local news * campus beat
cooking * academics * anything!

Contact Jen at publicaffairs@
kdvs.org to inquire and apply!
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF FREE SPEECH
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Introduction to Podcasting

P

An instructional by Dr. Kirsten Sanford

odcasting. It’s quite likely that you’ve heard the word.
Depending on your computer literacy, your reaction to
the word probably falls somewhere between, “Podcast?
Is that the thing you need one of those new-fangled iPods for?”
and “I knew what podcasts were before they were called podcasts.” This article will answer the most basic questions about
podcasting and tell interested readers how to start podcasting
themselves.
The commonly accepted definition of podcast is “a web-based
audio broadcast via an RSS feed, accessed by subscription over
the internet” (Webster’s New Millennium Dictionary). It can
also be used as a verb (i.e. to podcast). The word is a mash-up
of the product name for Apple’s iPod and the word broadcast,
and was popularized in 2004 by several early adopters.
Within just three years, podcasting has gone from a just a
handful of tech savvy audiobloggers, amateur radio enthusiasts and professional radio DJs to a thriving industry estimated
at over 100,000 podcasts. There is a podcast for everyone out
there, and just about anyone can podcast.
Podcasting has become more widely accessible due to the
rapid development of the platform by vendors hoping to cache
in on the boom. No longer do podcasters have to understand
complicated computer languages. There are online companies,
called podcast hosting companies or networks, that take care of
the dirty work for you. Also, you don’t need to be an audio engineer to do a podcast. New, easy-to-use software packages make
recording and editing a breeze. Audio companies even cater to
podcasters with special podcast-ready equipment packages. Podcasts are being produced by everyone from the homemaker to
the Fortune 500 Company CEO.
There are several reasons that someone might decide to start
a podcast: to live a dream of being a radio DJ or talk show host,
share favorite “podsafe” (copyrighted under Creative Commons,
and not licensed to a major label) music, distribute corporate information, give advice, share travel adventures from the road,
release chapters of a book being written, or any other number
of things you can dream up.
I’ve been podcasting “This Week in Science” for almost three
years now, and have learned a lot in the process. If you are inter-
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ested in podcasting, this is how you do it.
The first and most important step (before you run out and
buy a microphone) is deciding what your podcast will be about.
This not-so-simple step will influence everything you do from
this point forward. Ask yourself: Who are you and what do
you have to say? What interests you? Do you have a specific
purpose for starting a podcast? This question will help you determine your subject matter. What do you have to offer that is
special or different? Will you add anything to what is already
out there? Asking yourself this question will help you find your
niche in the podcasting world.
Once you know what you are going to podcast, you can decide how you will produce it. Think about how much time you
want to dedicate to this new project. Do you want to write and
read a script, or have an off-the-cuff conversation? Do you
want to make a new episode every day, every week, or every
month? These are important considerations. Many podcasters
experience what is called “podfade” after the initial excitement
of trying something new wears off. Try to be realistic with your
expectations for yourself, so that your podcast stands a chance
of surviving.
To produce a podcast you will need a computer, a microphone,
a mixer, decent sound card, and audio software. How much you
spend on any of the system components is up to you, but there
are many options available at all price levels. For the first-time
podcaster, I recommend purchasing an all-in-one podcasting kit.
There are several such kits available, which range in price from
about $150 to $1,700. Just do your research, and try to find the
kit that best suits your needs.
Are you a Mac or PC person? This will influence your choice
of software and equipment. It doesn’t really matter which platform you use, as long as you are able to record and edit your
audio into an mp3 file format.
Since we are talking about audio here, remember that your
microphone is your most important tool (aside from your voice)
in making a good impression. A bad microphone will result in a
sub-par audio recording. That’s not to say that there aren’t some
decent microphones available at reasonable prices. If you are
going to be the only one on the mic, look for a unidirectional or
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cardioid, dynamic microphone. If one microphone is to be used
for multiple people, look for an omnidirectional model.
The microphone needs to be connected to computer somehow in order to create your audio file. With USB microphones
you can connect to the computer directly. Alternatively, you
might be able to connect your microphone to the microphone
port on your computer’s sound card. Most computers have a
sound card, but better cards will give you a higher quality audio
signal. A mixer will allow you to connect one or more devices
to your computer, like two microphones, or a microphone and
a keyboard. Many mixers have firewire or USB outputs that can
connect to your computer.
Finally, you will need a software application to allow recording and editing of the audio signal coming into the computer.
Audacity is the most widely used application for podcast audio
recording, and is available for free for Mac, PC, and Linux. You
can download Audacity at audacity.sourceforge.net, along with
the LAME mp3 encoder, which is required for Audacity to be
able to create mp3s. Audacity is fairly easy to use, and offers useful audio processing features, which can help make your podcast
sound more polished. There are more advanced software options, but those cost money.
As far as the equipment for podcasting is concerned, you can
make do on very little or on a lot. It depends on your budget,
your experience (or willingness to learn), and your expectations.
Once you have the equipment gathered and set up, you are
ready to create your first audio file. Open your audio software,
set the sample rate to 44,100 kHz, set your mic levels, and begin
recording. When you have completed the recording, save your
file. At this point, you can edit the file to remove any mistakes or
unnecessary parts of the file. Additionally, you can process the
sound file to create a signature sound. When the file has been
edited and processed to your liking, export or render the file as
an mp3. You can encode the mp3 file at any bit-rate, but it does
affect the quality of the sound file; the higher the bit-rate, the
bigger the file size, and the better the sound quality. Name your
file something easy to recognize. For example, “This Week in
Science” file names always include the name of the show and
the date (e.g. TWIS_12_11_2007.mp3).
The next step is to edit your file’s ID3 tags. These tags contain the descriptive information relating to your podcast, such as
title, artist, genre, description, and duration, among other things.
I find that the easiest way to edit the ID3 tags is within Audacity
itself. In the file menu under Project, you will find the option to
“edit ID3 tags”. Select that option, enter your information in the

available spaces, and select OK when complete. That will automatically bundle the information into your file when you save
it as an mp3. Alternatively, you can import your file into iTunes
and edit the information there. Once the file is in iTunes, you
simply right click on the file name and select “Get Info.” Enter
any information that will help to identify the file in the spaces
provided. If you have a podcast logo, there is a place within
“Get Info” where you can attach that image to the file. Once the
proper information is attached to your mp3 file, it’s time to get
it on the web.
Now upload your file to a server. This can be the server that
hosts your personal website, or a podcast hosting server. If you
have decided to use a podcasting host to help you publish your
podcast, they often have website interfaces that allow you to directly upload your files to their servers. If, however, you are publishing your podcast independently though your own website,
you will need a program with ftp capabilities (e.g. Dreamweaver,
Internet Explorer, CuteFTP, or WS FTP) in order to be able to
upload any files. Be sure to take note of where the file is located
once it is on the server, since this web address is needed for
people to find your podcast.
Even though it’s on the web, your file or group of files are
not considered a podcast until they have an associated RSS feed.
RSS stands for Really Simple Syndication. An RSS feed is actually a text file containing all the instructions necessary for podcast aggregators to find and download your mp3 files. You can
build an RSS feed yourself if you are familiar (or want to be)
with the XML coding language. However, even though XML is
fairly simple as far as computer languages go, there are ways you
can avoid having to speak it yourself.
If you are publishing with the help of an online podcast hosting service, they usually produce the RSS feed as a part of their
services to you. All you do is upload your file, and everything
else is pretty much done for you. One application that is gaining a lot of use by podcasters is PodPress, which is a plug-in
for the WordPress blogging platform. With WordPress you can
easily create a blog-style website, and by installing the PodPress
plug-in you can publish your audio files right on the page. In
the process, PodPress creates an RSS feed web address that can
be picked up by anyone wanting to subscribe to your podcast.
Within the Podpress plug-in, you can also enter any iTunes specific information, which will help get your podcast accepted into
the iTunes podcast directory.
In order to help your podcast find an audience, you should
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
submit your RSS feed to a number of podcast directories of
which iTunes is the largest and most well-known. Others include
Podcast Alley, Podscope, Podcast Pickle, and Odeo to name just
a few. Podcast directories provide people with a list of podcasts
that are catalogued by subject and title. A search of the internet
will come up with over 50 such directories. Each directory has
its own submission process, so it can be time-consuming to get
your podcast into all of them. I do recommend taking the time
to submit your podcast to the most popular directories because
that’s what will really start you on the path to building an audience.
Once you’ve got your podcast up and running, the final step
is growing your audience. And, like everything I have said
before, the size of your audience will be determined by how
much time and money you put into the process. If nothing
else, get your podcast submitted to the directories. From there,
consider promoting your website and podcast through social
networking on community websites such as del.ic.ious, twitter, or Facebook. Also, many podcasters will exchange promotional spots. Find some podcasts that you like, and see if they
will do a trade with you for promotion. If you have the time,
involve yourself in online discussion forums. This will help
you become known as an expert (or at least someone who has
something interesting to say) in your subject, and help drive
traffic to your website and podcast. Finally, if you have the
money, consider releasing occasional press releases and advertising on other websites.
The only things that hold podcasters back are time, money
and energy. Many people get into podcasting only to fade out
after a short while. Currently, podcasting remains a hobby for
most. It takes hard work, creativity, talent, and dedication to turn
it into a real profession. That said, podcasting is growing into a
real industry. And, as the recording, radio, television, and movie
industries continue to be pinched by the growth of technology,
I think we will see an even bigger surge in the number of independent producers entering the world of podcasting. So, now
that you know the basics, get in there! There is nothing stopping
you from finding your place in this exciting new industry and
having a voice that can reach the world.
Kirsten hosts “This Week in Science” every Tuesday morning from
8:30 to 9:30 a.m. Go to twis.org for more information.
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How to Play in
the Snow for Less
Dough
A Guide to Getting the
Best Skiing Deals

I

by Jeffrey Fekete

t’s only a matter of time before some high-end resort breaks
the $100 lift ticket barrier. There’s a problem with those
kinds of lofty fares. While the super affluent may cough
up that kind of jack a couple of times a year, those of more
modest means include many teen and 20-something snowboarders. Many flock to expanding terrain parks – the snow-covered
equivalent of playground jungle gyms with rails, bumps and
jumps galore. These parks debuted in the ’90s and keep growing in part because resorts can pack more paying customers per
square foot of area. Problem is, the kids and 20-somethings are
not as deep pocketed as their baggy snow pants would suggest.
To keep attracting new people to ski and snowboard, the industry has constructed an elaborate scheme of discounts, special
offers, and cross-promotional arrangements with every conceivable marketing partner from specialty clothiers and equipment
manufacturers to fast-food chains, automakers and movie production companies.
You can be a sucker and pay top dollar, as much as $75 for a
non-discounted weekend single-day adult ticket. You can limit
yourself to one or two commonly owned resorts by forking over
a few hundred dollars for a season pass and pray for a consistent
season of snow. Or, you can scout out deals, think like a marketer would, and navigate fine print like a mogul-dotted grove of
mountain pines. By the time you read this, it will be too late to
use most of these money-saving tips I found to guarantee cheap
winter fun this season. But don’t worry; offers like these will still
be around next year and probably for years to come, or until the
resorts conclude that an “everyday low pricing” strategy works
better to keep the lift chairs full.
As a deal seeker, you need to pay attention long before the
first snowflake falls. If you haven’t finished your mission to ski
or board cheap by November, forget it. The business caters to
people who long for the first snow. If you want to firmly anchor
down big savings on the slopes, you need to be on this before
the blizzard report ever airs. Here’s how.
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1. Go to preseason ski equipment shows, swaps and expos. Most happen in November and charge a nominal fee of
no more than $15. Advance purchase discounts often apply too.
Even still, you shouldn’t bother if all you get is the right to walk
around a bunch of booths and tables displaying gear and handing out glossy brochures for ritzy destinations like Aspen, Vail
and Whistler. No, you’re there if, and only if, the show promoter
is handing you a lift ticket for your time and trouble. That’s how
my partner and I picked up this year’s first cheap ticket. One $15
and a second $14 admission got us a “Z” ticket good for our
choice of a free day at Northstar or Sierra at Tahoe as long as
we go Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday We could and would do
better in the coming days.
2. Get to like Warren Miller. He’s the legendary ski filmmaker.
Every year his road crew expertly makes the rounds to local
movie houses and charges, yes, about $15, to catch his latest
celluloid tribute to daring extreme skiers. Jeep was the big sponsor of Miller’s 2007 film shown locally at the Crest Theater. A
ton of others businesses came along for the promotional blitz,
including this year’s Northern California partner resort, Heavenly. Be ready to hand over your real or contrived demographic

data by taking the lobby survey and registering to win a new ski,
board, car, vacation, or whatever they are giving away. Why not?
You’re probably in their database already whether you know it
or not. The movie itself is fine, but the main attraction was the
movie ticket scored us a free day of skiing at Heavenly accessed
with a promo coded web download you need to enter within a
couple days.
3. Equipment shops get in on the action. One Sacramento
store even took a page from Miller’s book and converted its
showroom into a movie theater one rainy November Saturday
night. This time we paid our $5 each and collected our free Sugar
Bowl tickets. We decided to forget the “movie” which turned
out to just be a glorified manufacturer sales video. No need to
give the shop a free plug here since they let us get wet in the
parking lot as we waited along with a couple hundred people for
the appointed magic hour to claim our near freebie. Look for
their ad next season.
4. Don’t forget the other marketers who want you on the
mountain. Namely, Reno and Tahoe casinos hope you’ll show
up for “après-ski” in their bars and lounges and drop a few nickels while you’re at it. When I first started working with media
folks at the big gaming hotels, they claimed skiers and riders
were not primary targets for their ad budgets. Time on the lifts
was time off the tables and slots went the conventional wisdom. That changed dramatically when California approved Indian gaming and snow became a differentiating selling point for
Northern Nevada’s casino hotels. The fall “shoulder” season
after Labor Day and before the first snow are notoriously slow
weeks for reservations up there. The former Caesar’s Tahoe,
newly christened last year as MontBleu, hooked up this fall with
some low-budget winter video enthusiasts, an equipment shop
at the lake, and Sierra at Tahoe to present a movie screening.
This time it was free to check out some pretty raw underground
snowboarder footage. However, a $2 prize raffle ticket automatically came with a Sierra “Mountain Money Coupon” good for
50% off the regular $54 lift ticket price, a net $25-per-ticket savings.
5. Remember the parents. Winter is the season of giving, and
what says “I love you, Junior, be sure to carry chains” better than
a gift card from your favorite mountain destination. Virtually all
the resorts sell them. We now make gift cards our standard suggestion when Mom and Dad ask what we want in our stockings
besides warm feet. Beside, they come without restrictions unless
you still have a curfew.
With all the preseason shopping and hoop-jumping, my wife
and I spent $63.50 each for our 2007-08 lift tickets. We’ll ski at
least five days at four different resorts and save close to $500
total over walk-up ticket window prices. Have fun on the hill.
Maybe we’ll see you after this season’s snow melts and before
next year’s drops.
Jeffrey hosts “Today’s Abberation Tomorrow’s Fashion” every
other Saturday evening from 7 to 9 p.m.
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How to Be Your Own
Booking Agent
I

can’t tell you how to do everything here, but I will tell
you some of what you need to learn about and some
of what you need to do. These are just some of the
questions you need to have answered to successfully get
your foot in doors, and to hopefully have a successful career that you love as an artist.
Dream! But as Jim Fleming of Fleming Artists told me to
share with you: If I had to offer one suggestion, it would
be to set up realistic expectations and then measure your
progress by those. Oftentimes artists try to take on too
much and they are bound to measure their progress based
on something unrealistic, which means they’re destined to
be disappointed by the results.
Be an entrepreneur! Try things on for size. Don’t be
afraid to look like a fool sometimes. If you don’t try something then nothing will happen. If you try something and
fail, try something else.
#1 rule: As my 16-year-old son would say, “Believe in
yourself,” but if you want to be successful you cannot hold
the attitude of “but I’m an artist” (unless you have tons of
money already). You will need to learn at least basic business practices. The more you learn the more money you
will make and keep.
Get out there in the scene. Go to music conferences
like South X Southwest, North X Northwest, Folk Alliance,
or CMJ (sure they are expensive, but this is you career! This
is your education!). Attend all the pertinent workshops.
Don’t be afraid to ask! Find a mentor, someone who
is successful that you respect; artists, artist managers and
agents. People love to help other people. If you don’t know
anyone, ask someone who does. You cannot be a successful
artist if you are afraid to make connections. Network with
other artists and venue owners. You will be surprised how
easy it is to reach people if you really set your intentions on
it. They will give you valuable information. Someone may
even ask you to open for someone who is awesome putting
you before an audience or in a venue that you could not
have had on your own.
Some tools and recommended reading:
How to Be Your Own Booking Agent: The Musician�������������
’s & Performing Artist’s Guide to Successful Touring by Jeri Goldstein (performingbiz.com) – I consider this book
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by Karen Carchidi

the Bible for artists. Jeri offers lots of resources and is accessible herself for consultation. Use her!
Booking & Tour Management for the Performing Arts by Rena
Shagan
Music Business Handbook & Career Guide by David Baskerville
Pollstar Magazine – If you can get a hold of their artist
management directory and venue directory, you will have a
goldmine.
That’s enough to get you started, so get started! (I expect
my name on your guest list!)
My experience as a booker comes from working as Events
Coordinator for KVMR for 14 years, Booking and Tour
Management for Putumayo World Music and now, just for
fun, I book “Live in Studio A” for KDVS and Playin’ In the
Patch at the BriarPatch Community Market & Café in Grass
Valley. It’s been a bunch of fun, frustrating, fascinating and
even frivolous experiences that I am thankful to be a part
of !
Karen Carchidi can be reached at kcarchidi@hotmail.com.
����������������������

Three Easy Steps to
Underwrite with KDVS
Underwriting is an easy, inexpensive way to publicize your
business on the airwaves and support freeform, educational
radio in Davis. You can help keep our community diverse
and exciting!
1. Think you might be interested? E-mail Alicia Edelman at
underwriting@kdvs.org.
2. Choose your program! KDVS’ programming has an
incredible variety of genres, including music shows, public
affair shows, and sports broadcasting.
3. Make you tax-deductible payment, and that’s it!
Thank you for supporting KDVS. We rely heavily on
community support to aid us in broadcasting at 9,200 watts,
putting on extraordinary live events, and providing an outlet
for the Davis community.
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How to Get into the
Record-Making Business,
						
Literally

P

op. Crackle. Music. These are the sounds that tickle
the ears of music lovers everywhere, especially
enthusiasts who enjoy their tunes the old-fashioned
way: embossed on a seven-, 10- or 12-inch piece of wax,
spinning at 33 1/2 or 45 revolutions per minute. The
process of getting your favorite sounds from the master
tape to vinyl records is an elaborate, industrious process.
But it’s a trip worth taking. Here’s how:

by Kristian Dougherty

1. Creating a master record is the first part
of the process. Master records are flat discs
made of aluminum, polished smooth and coated
with a thin veneer of nitrocellulose lacquer. After the
veneer quickly dries and hardens, workers inspect discs
for pits, scrapes and imperfections. Only perfection is
tolerated, so a fifty percent master disc rejection rate is
not uncommon. Good masters are rimmed with plastic
edging and reject discs are recycled. A hydraulic puncher
cuts a hole in the center and places it on a spindle. Plastic
rings placed on the spindle between the master disks
prevent rubbing damage.
2. Finished master discs are placed on a recording machine
called a lathe. The lathe peels away plastic edging, while
a vacuum line at the center holds the disc in place. Then,
the lathe lowers to make a test cut. A microscope moves
over a test groove to inspect the cut. The machine adjusts
accordingly, and the lathe makes the cut-in groove.
3. The sapphire-tipped cutter engraves the music onto the
surface of the disc as a single, continuous groove. A computer
adjusts the spacing so wider grooves containing a lot of bass
do not cross over adjacent grooves. A small vacuum removes
the scrapings from the surface. When the recording of the
A-side is complete, the cutter rises, and the disc is inspected.
If the disc is approved, a serial code is inscribed into the
smooth lacquer at the center.
4. The disc is first washed with soap and water, then sprayed
with tin chloride and liquid silver. Workers place the disc on a
spinning spindle and lower it into a bath of water and nickel
nuggets. An electric charge fuses the nickel to the silver.
The nickel and silver layer is pried away from the original
lacquered disc, making a stamp for pressing vinyl records.
A worker loads the disc into an optical centering punch. As
the disk spins, he uses guides in the punch’s view finder to

locate the exact center of
the spinning disc. When he
detects the center, he punches a hole. The disc is clamped into
a trimming machine, where a cutting wheel trims it into a circle
of 32 centimeters.
5. A punch makes holes through a stack of labels before the labels
are cut into circles. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pellets are turned
into hot rubbery biscuits by an extruder. Hoists on each side
push labels onto the biscuit as suction cups hold them in place.
The biscuits with the labels attached drop onto a press, where
two 193-degree Celsius stamps apply 100 tons of pressure. The
biscuit is melted and molded into a record. Cooling hardens the
record, and bonds the labels to the vinyl. A trimming table spins
the records against a knife that trims away the uneven edges, and
transports it to the finished stack.
6. Repeat.
Source: “How It’s Made - Vinyl Records”
(Discovery Channel)
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D

o not let those money grubbing capitalists convince you the only way to change the world for the
better is to make millions and then donate it all.
We non-profiteers here at KDVS know that there’s only one
way to save the world and that’s with your good old-fashioned time and energy.
So go ahead, you planet-savers, idealists, cell biology researchers, music lovers, bicycle advocates, cultural enrichers, literary nerds, cross-cultural liaisons, big-oil stoppers,
budding politicians, and public interest lawyers, here’s how
to start a non-profit in a few simple steps:
1. OK, so before you pull a penny from your pocket or fill
out a single form or start assembling your board of directors, ask around and get advice! You know that dude in high
school who skipped out on college to work for Greenpeace?
Ask him if the reduced pay is worth it (of course it is!).
Try to get in touch with someone managing a non- profit
you idolize; they’re about 20% less scary than a professor
and you’ll learn a lot from them.
2. Now that you are sure you want to go through with this,
start having a dialog with people you have an interest in
working with. You’ll need to scope out two other trusted
individuals, who all share some sort of vision, to round out
the typical three-person minimum.
Of course you’re free to have any cause, but do remember
you have to have a cause to help others if you intend to start
a foundation or public charity (one of several types of nonprofits). Using the organization to line your own pockets,
for example, is out of the question.
3. Once you are set with your cast of characters, it’s time
to get official and register as a 501(c). A non-profit
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does not necessarily have to be 501(c), but in order to gain
many of the privileges of being a non-profit (tax deductions for your donors, exemption from income tax...) it’s
required. It’s also pretty good proof that you mean business
and aren’t scheming to ship money illegally to your nephew
in Boise.
Now is a good time to call up a non-profit lawyer (not just
any lawyer), if you haven’t already.
4. There are two important tasks to get your non-profit off
the ground. For one you’re going to need woman- and manpower like crazy! You need to assemble staff to pay the
bills, coordinate volunteer work, take out the trash, archive
e-mails, set up computers, and look for funding.
Your second step is to locate sources of funding to ensure
you’re not dipping into too much of your savings account
or scraping by on sketchy loans. This requires sending out
verbose requests for grants.
Also, do not forget the non-profit’s best friend, the
fundraiser. See fundraiser.kdvs.org for a perfect example
of an all-smiles, but nonetheless financially successful,
fundraiser that we do with increasing success every year.
Of course this is a brief and playful guide to starting a nonprofit. Follow the world wide web links for the serious info:
idealist.org - The Nonprofit Internet Bible
idealist.org/npofaq - Idealist Nonprofit FAQ
irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p557.pdf - 501(c) info straight from
the IRS
craigslistfoundation.org - Craigslist isn’t a non-profit,
but the Craigslist Foundation is. They’re in existence with
the sole intention of helping non-profits get started. That
means you!
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KDVS Events
Calendar
JANUARY

Sun. 1/13 No Paws (No Lions)
7 p.m. at Delta of Venus
Sun. 1/13 “In the Spirit of Cage” (interactive installations by
Luciano Chessa and technocultural studies students, and a tape
piece broadcast live on KDVS)
7 p.m. at the Studio Theatre in the Mondavi Center
Sat. 1/19 Health, Fiction like Non-fiction, Ima Gymnist
7 p.m. at Delta of Venus
Tues. 1/22 Sholi (7” release), The Castanets
7 p.m. at Fort Douglass
Fri. 1/25 Chores, Saint Motel, Voxhaul Broadcast
7 p.m. at the Turtle House
Sat. 1/26 FM Bats, Les
Hormones,
Standard Tribesmen
7 p.m. at the DAM
Haus
Sun. 1/27 Aan,
Yellow Fever
7 p.m. at Delta
of
Venus

FEBRUARY

Sat. 2/2 Who’s Your Favorite Son, God?
7 p.m. at Delta of Venus
Sat. 2/9 Thee Ohsees, Mayyors, unkuT:Hunks, Warm Streams
6 p.m. at the Charred Dog House
Sat. 2/9 Laromlab
7 p.m. at Delta of Venus
Sat. 2/23 Clarence van Hook, Barking Spiders
8 p.m. at the Firehouse (UCD Drama Dept.)
Thurs. 2/28 Anni Rossi
8 p.m. at TBD

MARCH

3/25 Whitman, Alas, Alak, Alaska
8 p.m. at the Firehouse (UCD Drama Dept.)
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Check kdvs.org
for updates!
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Freeform Color
Cut-and-Assemble Radio!

Huh?

Scuzz

MIND EXPANS
ION

Lo

MID

STEP TWO
-cut along the outer
edge

HI

ST

RA

TO

100%

STEP ONE
-color the radio!

0%

Whimsy

You will need
-crayons
-markers
-scissors
-glue

SP

HE

RE

STEP THREE
-fold along inner lines
STEP FOUR
-glue the flaps (marked
X) inside adjacent surface...

photo

POST

...and voila!
Your very own
radio!!!

volume

KDVS 90.3 FM

TUNER
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TOPS
OF
2007
Music for All Occasions: Maggie Cat Recommends
Dancin’
No Fi Soul Rebellion – !
Cradle of Smurf – Nouelle Orque
Unicorn Basement – Cannibal
Ariel Pink – She Gone (Doggone)
Misha – In a Hundred Years
The Blow – Parentheses
Dan Deacon – Okie Dokie
Singin’
The Pharmacy – Turned into Granite
Dr. Dog – Worst Trip
Parson Red Heads – Mossback
To Bad Catholics – Glitter and Gold
Morning Benders – Damn It Anna
TV Coahran – Ogygia
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Jake Mann – Wallfollowers
Harvest Moon Society – Bring It on Back
Electrelane – To the East
Dreamdate – Back on My Feet
Super Creep – The Beach
Knock Knock – These Dreams Could Be a
Memory
Jeremy Jay – Airwalker
Maria – Oh Victoria!
Kellarissa – Tiny Things
Loungin’
Port O’Brien – A Bird Flies By
Greg Ashley – Sailing with Bobby
Karl Blau – Take You For Granted
Minivan – Roses and Wine

Pipas – Basements
Andy Tisdall – Creep
Lake – Happy Man
Hallelujah the Hills – Wave Backwards to
Massachussetts
Mattress – Have You Heard?
Mountains and Rainbows – Indian
Dan Melchior und das Menace – I Am a
Lightbulb
Saturday Looks Good To Me – Make a Plan
Abe Vigoda – World Heart
Sleepin’ (I fall asleep quicklike!)
Tom Brosseau – No Reason
Skygreen Leopards – Disciples
California
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DJ Rick’s Top LPs, EPs, CDRs and Cassettes
Top 20 LPs of 2007
Factums – Alien Native (Siltbreeze)
Home Blitz – Home Blitz (Gulcher)
Hue Blanc’s Joyless Ones – Arriere Garde (S-S)
the Intelligence – Deuteronomy (In the Red)
The Lamps – The Lamps (In the Red)
Little Claw – Spit and Squalor Swallow the Snow (Ecstatic Peace)
Los Llamarada – The Exploding Now (S-S)
Mudboy – Hungry Ghosts!: These Songs Are Doors (Not Not Fun)
Pink Reason – Cleaning the Mirror (Siltbreeze)
Plants – Double Infinity (Paradigms)
Psychedelic Horseshit – Magic Flowers Droned (Siltbreeze)
Pumice – Pebbles. (Soft Abuse)
Sightings – Through the Panama (Load)
Times New Viking – Present the Paisley Reich (Siltbreeze)
Volt – Volt (In the Red)
Wooden Shjips – Wooden Shjips (Holy Mountain)
Yellow Swans – At All Ends (Load)
Michael Yonkers & the Blind Shake – Carbohydrates Hydrocarbons
(Nero’s Neptune)
V/A – Hoera! Een Hex Voor Thuis! (Enfant Terrible)
V/A – Pisspounder 3xLP (Deathbomb Arc)

Top CDR/Cassette Ephemera
Argumentix – Nightmarcher cassette (Below PDX)
Catatonic Youth – Piss Scene CDR (Fuck Jazz)
Eat Skull – Tour Tape (w/ The Wrecks demo on side B) (Palto
Flats)
Eternal Tapestry – Vibrations/New Dawn cassette (Not Not
Fun)
Leslie Keffer/Inca Ore – split cassette (Cherried Out Merch)
Leaders – Synthesizer Sketchez & 4 Trak demos CDR (selfreleased)
Penetration Camp – The Gooder Book 3xCDR (Backwards)
Rainbow Jayne/Stab at God – Well, Actually It´s Not Good to Be
Home, Well split CDR (Below PDX)
Soft Shoulder/Shearing Pinx – split cassette (Isolated Now
Waves)
Superstitions – No One Gets Out Alive cassette (Red Handed)
Talbot Tagora – Sleepyheads cassette (self-released)
U.S. Girls – Introducing... CDR (self-released)
Yves/Son/Ace – No Taboos CDR (self-released)
V/A – The Fruit Will Rot Vol. 3 9x3” CDR (Deathbomb Arc)
V/A – World War Zero 2xCDR comp (Deathbomb Arc)

Top 20 EPs
Billy Bao – Fuck Separation 10” (S-S)
Blank Dogs – Yellow Mice Sleep 7” (HoZac)
Blank Dogs – The Doorbell Fire 7” (Sweet Rot)
Daily Void – Mass Communication Culture 7”
(Boom Chick)
Eat Skull – Seeing Things 7” (Meds)
Electric Bunnies – Eskimo 7” (Florida’s Dying)
El Jesus de Magico – Funeral Home Sessions 7” (Columbus
Discount)
Factums – See Inside 7” (Polly Maggoo)
Hank IV – Dirty Poncho 7” (Plastic Idol)
Human Eye – Spiders & Their Kin 7” (Cass)
ICK – La Parade des Sans Illusions 7” (Enfant Terrible)
Dan Melchior und das Menace – The Pink Scream 12” (Shake
Appeal)
Mutators – Paper Words 7” (The Broadway to Boundary)
Nothing People – In the City 7” (S-S)
QEK Junior – Wohnanhangar 7” (Kernkrach)
Slicing Grandpa – Chaos Midnight 10” (Strain
Theory/Scatalogical Liberation Front)
So Cow – Moon Geun Young 7” (Almost Ready)
Talbot Tagora – Cat Face 7” (self-released)
Thomas Function – Relentless Machines 7” (Tic Tac Totally)
Tyvek – Summer Burns 2x7” (What’s Your Rupture?)
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Mr. Glass Presents: What I Liked about
Music in 2007
Favorite Hip Hop Albums of 2007:
Marco Polo – Port Authority
Brother Ali – Undisputed Truth
More Great Hip Hop:
Zeph & Azeem – Rise Up (Bay Area Headz making
that good shit!)
Strange Fruit Project – Lost Documents Vol. 1 (A collection of old tracks that sounds better than their last
album)
Wise Intelligent – Talented Timothy Taylor (Remember
Poor Righteous Teachers! Fucking great!)
DJ Jazzy Jeff – Return of the Magnificent (Great MCs,
whole lot of SOUL)
Talib Kweli – Eardrum / Talib Kweli & Madlib – Liberation (Talib brings us two of his best albums in 2007)
Cornel West & BMWMB – Never Forget...
(EDUTAINMENT)
Pharoahe Monch – Desire (FINALLY)
Little Brother – Get Back / 9th Wonder – Dream Merchant 2 (Phonte and Big Pooh are great with other producers, and 9th’s beats are always the bump, but they
are the best when they unite like Voltron)
KRS-One & Marley Marl – Hip Hop Lives (KRS-ONE
THE TEACHER THE PHILOSOPHER best album
in a decade)
Wu-Tang – 8 Diagrams / Ghotface Killah – Big Doe
Rehab (Wu fix satisfied, thank you)
Luckyiam – Most Likely to Succeed (Living Legends’
most slept on MC, with contribution Davis native The
Nothing)
Shape of Broad Minds – Craft of the Lost Art (That
future shit!)
Kanye West – Graduation / Common – Finding Forever
(Making mainstream hip hop safe for the kidz)
UGK – Underground Kingz / Drama – Gangsta Grillz
(Andre 3000 drops the two best verses of 2007)
Junk Science – Gran’Dads Nerve Tonic (Fun hip hop?)
Favorite Mixtape DJ 2007:
Mick Boogie brought the heat with Little Brother’s
And Justice for All and Busta Rhymes and J Dilla’s Dillagence mixtapes. Both of these mixtapes out shined
most of the albums that came out this year, and they
are free to download off of Mick Boogie’s website!
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Favorite Soul/Jazz/Downtempo/Nu Jazz Albums
of 2007, a.k.a. Albums That Feed My Soul:
Build An Ark – Dawn / Sa-Ra – Hollywood Recordings
Ben Westbeech – Welcome to the Best Years of Your Life

The Politik – The Politik / 4hero – Play with the Changes
Lanu – This Is My Home / Bamboos – Rawville
Wax Tailor – Hope & Sorrow / The Nothing – Life in Decay
Jill Scott – Real Thing / Ledisi – Lost & Found
Dynamics – Version Excursions / Stephen Marley
– Mind Control
Koop – Koop Islands
Wunmi – ALA
Azymuth – Azymuth Remastered & Remixed
Nicole Willis and the Soul Investigators – Keep Reachin’
Up and Keep Reachin’ Up (Remixed)
DJ Vadim – Soundcatchers
Eva Be –Moving without Traveling
G & D – The Message
Amp Fiddler – Afro Strut / Donnie – Daily News
Quantic Soul Orchestra – Tropidelico / Belleruche
– Turntable Soul Music
Eddy Meets Yannah – Once in a While
New Mastersounds – Re::Mixed
Edit – Certified Air Raid Material
Favorite Compilations:
Om Hip Hop (The One “Pistol Whipped,” J-Boogie ft.
Deuce Eclipse “Que Pasa”)
Far Out ‘Brazil’ (Arthur Verocai “Bis Eddy Meets Yannah rmx”)
Witness Future Vintage, Vol. 2 (Kid Sublime ft. Nicky
Guiland “Somethin’ about Your Love,” Rich Medina
“Too Much Afrostreet rmx”)
Shapes 07:02 (Belleruche “Northern Girls DJ Vadim
mix,” Up Hygh “Compatible Pth Projects rmx”)
Brownswood Bubblers Two (Boomclap Bachelors, Probe
DMS, NSM, Flying Lotus, Grand Union)
Basement Soul: Sounds from the Floor, Volume 1 (Kidkanevil
ft. Andreya Triana “Good Morning, What’s New?”)
Artists to Look out for in 2008:
J*Davey
Jay Electronica
The One

How to Submit Music to KDVS

1. Package up your recording (CD, vinyl, tape, minidisc) in an appropriate box or mailer.
2. Send to KDVS, 14 Lower Freeborn Hall, Davis CA
95616, care of Music Directors (or for specific genres:
RPM, international, folk, blues, jazz, experimental,
metal, punk, Latin, reggae, electronic).
3. Check online playlists and the weekly Top 30 at
kdvs.org to see if it’s been added and played!
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France’s Top 10 Non-Fiction Books

American Furies: Crime, Punishment, and Vengeance in the Age of Mass Imprisonment on Beacon Press by Sasha Abramsky, americanfuries.com
This is journalist and UCD lecturer Sasha Abramsky’s
acclaimed indictment of the prison system and clear reminder that we have created a time bomb. His work reminds you that it is not too late to rethink our society’s
draconian penal system

ders’ indomitable spirit shines through and proves that
independent thought thrives throughout the country.

Dissent: Voices of Conscience by Ann Wright, Susan Dixon and Daniel Ellsberg
When your children or grandchildren ask you about
this time, it will be important for them to know that
many people of conscience spoke out. Diplomats who
resigned, like Ret. Col. Wright after 34 years of servBattlefield without Borders - Iraq Poems by David ing her country, and officers and soldiers who became
conscientious objectors are profiled along with their
Smith-Ferri, battlefieldwithoutborders.org
This book is a gem. David writes directly to your heart. letters of resignation or statement. This book is a cruThe first edition already has sold out. The new edition cial historical document.
has an introduction by Kathy Kelly and 12 new poems. The Conservatives Have No Clothes - Why RightProfits from book sales go to Direct Aid Initiative, which Wing Ideas Keep Failing by Greg Anrig
provides urgent medical assistance to some of the 2.25 Although the title first kept me from reading this book,
million Iraqis who’ve fled their country and now live in I quickly found that it documents the reality that soAmman, Jordan or Damascus, Syria.
called conservative ideas have really hurt everyone exBeyond the Green Zone: Dispatches from an unin- cept the rich and powerful. Also see The Squandering of
bedded journalist in occupied Iraq by Dahr Jamail, America by Robert Kuttner.
beyondthegreenzone.com
Cowboy Republic: Six Ways the Bush Gang Has
What do you do when you want to ensure that the truth Defied the Law by Marjorie Cohn
is reported by the media? This man went to Iraq to begin Ms. Cohn teaches criminal law and international hureporting from the ground with no Humvee, no armor, man rights. This makes her uniquely qualified to give
and no military protection just because he felt he had to us the answers needed for those who argue this addo so. Read the book to find out what your tax dollars ministration committed no impeachable offense.
are buying.
Nemesis: The Last Days of the American RepubBlue Grit: True Democrats Take Back Politics from lic by Chalmers Johnson
the Politicians by Laura Flanders
Since Dahr Jamail recommended this author, of course
The “RadioNation” host profiles many of the grassroots I immediately contacted him. Many of you read his
progressive groups who are working hard and succeed- interview in the last KDViationS. It does the best job
ing in states we associate with conservatism. Ms. Flan- I’ve seen at tying all our foreign policy decisions in one
very dangerous legacy.

Gary’s Top 10 Albums

1. Excelencia – Salsa Con Conciencia (Handle with Care)
2. Teresa Bright – Hawaiiawa (self-released)
3. Tabu Ley Rochereau – Voice of Lightness (Stern’s
Africa)
4. Christinha Azcuy – Soneros All Stars Present Christina
Azcuy: Mariano (Pimienta)
5. Hilo Hawaiians – Honeymoon in Hawaii (Ono)
6. Koop – Koop Islands (Atlantic/Ada)
7. V/A – Roots of Rhumba Rock: Congo Classics 19531955 (Crammed Disc)
8. Disco Fuentes All-Stars – La Biblia de la Cumbia
(Disco Fuentes)
9. Amy Hanaiali’i – Generation Hawaii (Hanaiali’i)
10. Mark Wonder – Victory: The Mystery Unfolds (Battle
Axe)

The Short Bus, A Journey Beyond Normal by Jonathan Mooney
Normal sucks! That is what Jonathan Mooney, a dyslexic writer and activist who did not learn to read until
he was 12 years old wants you to know. By the way,
he is a graduate of Brown University’s class of 2000
and holds an honors degree in English literature. This
wonderful book profiles people who don’t fit society’s
definition of normal and questions exactly why we accept such restrictive categorization.
Typecasting: On the Arts & Sciences of Human
Inequality by Ewen and Ewen
“In a complex and dangerous world, the allure of the
simple is addictive.” This is from the authors’ website,
stereotypeandsociety.typepad.com. No matter how unbiased you think you are, this book will challenge you!
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Top Ten Shows (in Davis + one not)
of 2007 by Clara

10. Devine’s Jug Band @ Sophia’s, 8/31
This group of accomplished Bay Area musicians has
a healthy respect for jug traditions and a mischievous
taste for novelty. Pete Devine’s face-playing is dumbfounding, and Emily Anne’s voice is the most curious,
ghostly sound you’ll hear anywhere today, as if it were
issuing straight from the grooves of a 78 rpm record.
(You can check ’em out every Tuesday night at the Revolution Cafe in San Francisco.)
9. Righteous Movement & The Park @ Delta of Venus, 4/28
Righteous Movement is a damn good hip-hop group
from Sacramento, but add The Park, fine young funk
musicians featuring crazy talk box/keyboard action,
and you have something truly sublime.
8. Griznar Music Collective @ Rocket Tones Residence, 7/15
Every gig Griznar has played in Davis has been brilliant
(see O:RMF V), but the giddy warmth of this last-minute
show overshadows the rest. Harvest Moon Society and
Pangea offered sweet, funny, haunting songs off their new
releases, swapped instruments, and bantered with the audience, who were practically sitting in their laps.
7. Neung Phak @ Delta of Venus, 5/19
Oakland’s Neung Phak’s crazed, theatrical performance
served up ecstasy and subversion in equal doses. I saw them
a couple months later at the Rickshaw Stop in SF, but even
a sneak appearance by Alan Bishop couldn’t top the hallucinatory intimacy of that wild night at the D.O.V.
6. The Ohsees, The Standard Tribesmen, The Pizzas @ Fort Douglass, 11/17
DJ Rick brought together this brilliant line-up to benefit three KDVS DJs whose Sacramento house recently
burned. The room was packed and humming with energy, The Pizzas were deadly great (and hilarious – I
never knew so many pizza jokes could be so funny),
The Standard Tribesmen debuted their wicked new
line-up (yeah saxophone), and The Ohsees sent the
room into paroxysms of joy. A great, sweaty night.
5. Michael Hurley @ Delta of Venus, 10/15
Snock’s appearances in Davis just get better and better.
As haunting as his twilight set at O:RMF IV was, and as
delightful his summertime D.O.V. porch performance,
the Delta interior, packed to the doors with apprecia-
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tive listeners, beat all. It helped that he blessed us with
a long set and played the fiddle. (If you were fortunate
enough to be in my backyard the night before, you’d
have seen him play electric piano too.) Keep an ear out
for his promised return…
4. The Not-So-Deadly Dash Bike Festival, 6/16
The most recent installment of the Davis Deadly Dash
was not at all deadly as we wended our way (on bikes)
between various novel locations on a gorgeous Davis
day. Doug Kauffman played great old American songs
on a soggy banjo in the Bomb Shelter, Elders were delightfully deafening in the Turtle House basement, Ben
Lewis’ voice and guitar merged with the sounds of the
bird sanctuary, and Boss the Big Bit brought down the
Delta after dark. There’s sure to be another bike festival
come summer ’08, so oil your chains, friends.
3. O:RMF V @ Plainfield Station, 6/2
The most recent installment of KDVS’ Operation: Restore Maximum Freedom franchise (ha) was less ambitious than O:RMF IV, but still brilliant. The weather
was perfect, the crowd was ample, and the burgers and
beer were heavenly as always. Highlights included Dead
Western in a long red satin dressing gown summoning
the crowd to gather ’round for an unamplified voiceand-mandolin set, Griznar Music Collective gleeful and
hopped up on the side stage, Righteous Movement enthralling the crowd with conscious grooves, and Boss
the Big Bit throwing down a messy, giddy, mosh-inducing performance.
2. The Alkali Flats @ The Overland Hotel in Fallon,
Nev., 6/15
I traveled 200 miles to see Sacramento’s own perform
in the long, narrow bar of a 100-year-old hotel in flat,
hot Fallon, just up from a Naval bombing range. The
band was in fine, rowdy form, though they skipped their
raciest numbers (hits with the Sophia’s crowd, but dicey
with a more conservative audience). The locals responded in kind. At one point, a friend pointed out an old gent
in suspenders and dusty boots, sitting blithely in a chair
against the wall, and said, “That guy’s having the best
time of anyone here.”
1. Jennifer Gentle @ Delta of Venus, 8/9
One of the most ecstatic experiences of my life. Enough
said.
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1. Psychedelic Horseshit - Magic Flowers Droned (Siltbreeze)
2. Wooden Shjips - Wooden Shjips (Holy Mountain)
3. Tyvek - Summer Burns (What’s Your Rupture?)
4. Intelligence - Deuteronomy (In the Red)
5. Black Lips - Good Bad Not Evil (Vice)
6. Dan Melchior und Das Menace - The Pink Scream EP (Shake
Appeal)
7. Young Marble Giants - Colossal Youth (Domino)
8. Miss Alex White and the Red Orchestra - Space & Time (In the
Red)
9. Los Llamarada - The Very Next Moment (S-S)
10. Coconut Coolouts - Party Time Machine (Xeroid/Haunted
Horse)
11. The Go! Team - Proof of Youth (Sub Pop)
12. V/A - You Are My First (Digital Cloud)
13. Yellow Swans - At All Ends (Load)
14. V/A - Little Darla Has a Treat for You v. 25, Endless Summer 200708 (Darla)
15. Caribou - Andorra (Merge)
16. Liars - Liars (Mute)
17. Lamps - Lamps (In the Red)
18. Michael Yonkers - Grimwood (De Stijl)
19. OK Ikumi - Spirits (Blue Bell)
20. Akron/Family - Love is Simple (Young God)
21. Blank Dogs - Diana (The Herald) (Sacred Bones)
22. The Cave Singers - Invitation Songs (Matador)
23. Enthroned - Tetra Karcist (Napalm)
24. New Young Pony Club - Fantastic Playroom (Modular)
25. Dan Melchior und Das Menace - Madame Nhu b/w So Real
(Plastic Idol)
26. V/A - Roots of Chicha (Barbes Records)
27. Old Time Relijun - Catharsis in Crisis (K Records)
28. Beirut - The Flying Club Cup (Ba Da Bing)
29. Little Name - How to Swim and Live (Sleepy)
30. Adrian Orange and her Band - Adrian Orange and Her Band (K)
31. Trelldom - Til Minne... (Regain)
32. Shape Of Broad Minds - Craft of the Lost Art (Lex)
33. Factums - Alien Native (Siltbreeze)
34. Ainotamenishis - Live’ 418 (Holy Mountain)
35. Devendra Banhart - Smokey Rolls Down Thunder Canyon (XL)
36. Eat Skull - Seeing Things (Meds)
37. The Pipettes - We Are the Pipettes (CherryTree)
38. Daily Void - Mass Communication (Boom Chick)
39. The Brunettes - Structure & Cosmetics (Sub Pop)
40. Le Loup - The Throne of the Third Heaven of the Nation’s Millenium
General Assembly (Hardly Art)
41. Enon - Grass Geysers...Carbon Clouds (Touch & Go)
42. Saturday Looks Good To Me - Fill Up the Room (K)
43. Catwalk - Catwalk (Yay!)
44. No Age - Weirdo Rippers (Fat Cat)
45. The Octopus Project - Hello, Avalanche (Peek-a-Boo)

ALBUMS

46. Grizzly Bear - Friend Ep (Warp)
47. The Coathangers - The Coathangers (Rob’s House)
48. Brother JT - Third Ear Candy (Birdman)
49. Magik Markers - Boss (Ecstatic Peace)
50. Clockcleaner - Babylon Rules (Load)
51. Japanther - Skuffed Up My Huffy (CDB)
52. Municipal Waste - The Art of Partying (Earache)
53. Mum - Go Go Smear the Poison Ivy (Fat Cat)
54. Kinski - Down Below It’s Chaos (Sub Pop)
55. Darkthrone - F.O.A.D. (Peaceville)
56. Thurston Moore - Trees Outside the Academy (Ecstatic Peace)
57. Animal Collective - Strawberry Jam (Rough Trade)
58. Gentleman Surfer - Tales from the Clipped (self-released)
59. Group Inerane - Guitars From Agadez- Music of Niger (Sublime
Frequencies)
60. Ohmega Watts - Watts Happening (Ubiquity)
61. V/A - The World Is Lousy With Ideas #1 (Almost Ready)
62. Yikes - Whoa Comas/Blood Bombs (Kill Shaman)
63. O Voids - Record On (Lost Space)
64. Clipd Beaks - Horse Lords (Love Pump United)
65. Monster Bobby - Gaps (Hypnote)
66. Six Organs of Admittance - Shelter from the Ash (Drag City)
67. Boyracer/Mytty Archer - Boyracer/Mytty Archer (555
Recordings/Brittle)
68. Numbers - Now You Are This (Kill Rock Stars)
69. Annihilation Time - Cosmic Unconciousness (Tank Crimes)
70. Bodies of Water - Ears Will Pop & Eyes Will Blink (Infrasonic)
71. White Rainbow - Prism of Eternal Now (Kranky)
72. DJ Alibi - One Day (Tres)
73. Red Pony Clock - God Made Dirt (Happy Happy Birthday to
Me)
74. Sword Heaven - Entrance (Load)
75. Abe Vigoda - Animal Ghosts b/w All Night and Day (Post
Present Medium)
76. Mantles - Burden (Dulc-I-Tone)
77. Gilles Peterson - Digs America 2 (Ubiquity)
78. Der Submarine Racers - Space Burrito b/w Skatebored (Spin the
Bottle)
79. Stereo Total - Paris-Berlin (Kill Rock Stars)
80. Lily Cedar/Gingersnap - Lily Cedar/Gingersnap (Extra Small)
81. G & D - The Message Uni Versa (Look)
82. Please Quiet Ourselves - Please Quiet Ourselves (Mushpot)
83. V/A - Tokyo Flashback 6 (PSF)
84. Frustrations - Exploding Mind (Die Stasi)
85. Meth Teeth - To My Good Friend (self-released)
86. Kemialliset Ystävät - Kemialliset Ystävät (Fonal)
87. Los Campesinos - Sticking Fingers Into Sockets (Arts & Crafts)
88. White Magic - Dark Stars EP (Drag City)
89. The Mans - JC/BC (Boom Chick)
90. Shout Out Louds - Our Ill Wills (Merge)
90.3 Kites - Hallucination Guillotine/Final Worship (Load)
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